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Lanthanide ions possess fascinating optical properties and their discovery, first industrial uses and

present high technological applications are largely governed by their interaction with light.

Lighting devices (economical luminescent lamps, light emitting diodes), television and computer

displays, optical fibres, optical amplifiers, lasers, as well as responsive luminescent stains for

biomedical analysis, medical diagnosis, and cell imaging rely heavily on lanthanide ions. This

critical review has been tailored for a broad audience of chemists, biochemists and materials

scientists; the basics of lanthanide photophysics are highlighted together with the synthetic

strategies used to insert these ions into mono- and polymetallic molecular edifices. Recent

advances in NIR-emitting materials, including liquid crystals, and in the control of luminescent

properties in polymetallic assemblies are also presented. (210 references.)

1. Lanthanides, light, and luminescence

Lanthanides, light, and luminescence are fascinating words,

the former because it originates from the Greek word

lanthaneien meaning ‘‘lying hidden’’ and the second because

it is associated with life and with its big-bang origin. Presently,

light is one of the most convenient vectors for conveying

signals because it travels almost instantaneously and can easily

reach regions of a complex molecular edifice that are not

accessible to other molecular messengers. Light is easily

detected by highly sensitive devices and techniques so that

signalling methods based on the emission of light by a

conveniently designed reporter are among the most sensitive

ones known to date: single molecule detection is often within

reach. Henceforth the interest of the biomedical community

for light-emitting markers.

Luminescence has deep roots in mythology and the ancients

were admiring, as well as afraid of, phenomena such as aurora

borealis, the light of sea, luminous animals (fireflies, glow

worms) or stones, lightning, phosphorescent wood, and the

glow of the eyes. The discovery of the Bolognian stone by

shoemaker Vincenzo Cascariolo in 1603, the first identified
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inorganic phosphor (actually barium sulfate doped by metal

ions such as ZnII, SnII and CdII), and of the element phosphor

in 1669 are milestones in the long process which led to the

understanding of the phenomena linked to light emission other

than incandescence. In 1888, the German physicist Eilhardt

Wiedemann coined the word ‘‘luminescence’’ for characteriz-

ing the light emission not conditioned by a rise in tempera-

ture.1 In this review, we follow the IUPAC rules2 regarding

molecular luminescence spectroscopy in that we consistently

use ‘‘fluorescence’’ for processes which occur without change

in spin, typically S1 A S0 or Yb(2F5/2 A 2F7/2) transitions, and

‘‘phosphorescence’’ for transitions implying a change in spin,

typically T1 A S0 or Eu(5D0 A 7FJ) transitions.

The lanthanides (Ce–Lu) are unique among the elements,

barring the actinides, in resembling each other so markedly in

their chemical properties, particularly oxidation states.3,4 This

is readily explained by the electronic configuration of the

atoms and their derived ions, which essentially exist in their

trivalent state LnIII ([Xe]4fn, n 5 0–14) in aqueous solutions, in

view of the various degrees of stabilization experienced by the

4f, 5d, and 6s orbitals upon ionization. The shielding of the 4f

orbitals by the filled 5p66s2 sub-shells results in special

spectroscopic properties with parity-forbidden 4f–4f absorp-

tions having very low molar absorption coefficients (typically

, 3 M21 s21) and characteristic narrow-line emission, mostly

in the visible and near infrared ranges. Luminescence has been

instrumental in the discovery of several lanthanide elements

(cf. the work of Crookes5 and Urbain6). In turn, these elements

have always played a prominent role in lighting and light

conversion technologies (Auer mantles, incandescent lamps,

lasers) and more recently in both cathode-ray7 and plasma8

displays.

Presently, attention focuses on several potential applications

of luminescent lanthanide ions:9 (i) their continuing use in the

lighting industry for the engineering of lamp phosphors,10 (ii)

their ability to provide electroluminescent materials for

organic light emitting diodes and optical fibres for telecom-

munications,11 and (iii) their capacity to yield functional

complexes for biological assays12,13 and medical imaging

purposes.14

1.1 Luminescent lanthanide ions

Most LnIII ions are luminescent, but some are more emissive

than others. The emissive properties of a lanthanide ion are

governed by the facility with which its excited state(s) can be

populated and the non-radiative de-activation paths mini-

mized. To meet the first requirement, sensitization via the

surroundings of the ion is often used (see next paragraph) so

that the overall quantum yield of a lanthanide-containing

molecular edifice is given by

QL
Ln 5 gsens QLn

Ln (1)

whereby QL
Ln and QLn

Ln are the quantum yields resulting from

indirect and direct excitation, respectively, while gsens repre-

sents the efficacy with which electromagnetic energy is

transferred from the surroundings onto the metal ion. The

intrinsic quantum yield QLn
Ln essentially depends on the energy

gap between the lowest lying excited (emissive) state of the

metal ion and the highest sublevel of its ground multiplet. The

smaller this gap, the easier is its closing by non-radiative de-

activation processes, for instance through vibrations of bound

ligands, particularly high energy vibrations such as O–H. Fig. 1

displays partial energy diagrams for the lanthanide aquo

ions,15–20 while the main luminescent transitions are listed in

Table 1. With respect to the energy gap requirement, it is

obvious that EuIII, GdIII, and TbIII are the best ions, with

DE 5 12 300 (5D0 A 7F6), 32 200 (6P7/2 A 8S7/2) and 14 800

(5D4 A 7F0) cm21, respectively. However, GdIII emits in the

UV, and it is not very useful as luminescent probe for bio-

analyses because its luminescence interferes with either

emission or absorption processes in the organic part of the

complex molecules. On the other hand, it can efficiently

transfer energy onto EuIII upon vacuum-UV excitation,

resulting in the emission of two red photons (the so-called

quantum cutting or down-conversion effect);21 GdIII is there-

fore a potential phosphor component for mercury-free

fluorescent lamps. The sizeable energy gap displayed by EuIII

and TbIII explains why luminescent probes containing these

ions have been so popular during the last decades.

Nevertheless, development of dual luminescent time-resolved

immunoassays has also stirred interest for SmIII (DE 5 7 400,
4G5/2 A 6F11/2) or DyIII (7 850 cm21, 4F9/2 A 6F3/2).22,23 The

other ions have all very low quantum yield in aqueous

solutions and appear to be less useful with respect to similar

applications. PrIII emits both in visible and NIR ranges24 and

is often a component of solid state optical materials, in view of

its ability of generating up-conversion, that is blue emission

from 3P0 upon two- or three-photon pumping of the 1G4 or
1D2 states.25 Thulium is a blue emitter from its 3P0, 1D2, and
1G4 levels and is used as such in electroluminescent devices;11 it

is the first LnIII ion for which up-conversion has been

demonstrated;25 several other ions (NdIII, DyIII, HoIII, ErIII)

present up-conversion processes as well. In addition, NdIII,

HoIII, ErIII and YbIII have special interest in that they emit in

the NIR spectral range and are very useful in the design of

lasers (especially NdIII with its line at 1.06 mm) and of

telecommunication devices.26 The telecommunication windows

lie usually between 1 and 1.6 mm and YbIII which emits slightly

under 1 mm is less useful than PrIII for instance (emitting at

Fig. 1 Partial energy diagrams for the lanthanide aquo ions.15,18,20

The main luminescent levels are drawn in red, while the fundamental

level is indicated in blue.
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1.33 mm) but it acts as an efficient sensitizer of ErIII (emitting

at 1.55 mm).26 Finally, the three ions NdIII, ErIII, and YbIII (as

well as, partially, PrIII) have recently gained in popularity

because technical developments occurred which facilitate the

detection of weak NIR emission and because efficient

sensitizing groups have been explored. As a consequence of

efficient light transmission of biological tissues in part of the

NIR spectral range (0.9 to 1.5 mm approximately), lanthanide-

containing luminescent probes based on these ions are now

increasingly being used for time-resolved imaging of these

tissues; cancer detection is obviously a highly sought for

application.

Trivalent cerium (not shown on Fig. 1) emits a broad band

spectrum in the range 370–410 nm due to the interconfigura-

tional allowed 5d–4f transition and is not documented in this

review, as is luminescence from the divalent and tetravalent

ions (CeIV, SmII, EuII, TbIV, YbII, for instance).

1.2 Lighting up luminescent lanthanide ions

Most of the electronic transitions of the trivalent LnIII ions

involve a redistribution of electrons within the 4f sub-shell.

Electric dipole selection rules forbid such transitions but these

rules are relaxed by several mechanisms. An important one is

the coupling with vibrational states, where a molecular

vibration temporarily changes the geometric arrangement

around the metal ion and, therefore, its symmetry. Other

mechanisms which cause a breakdown of the selection rules are

the J-mixing and the mixing with opposite-parity wavefunc-

tions, such as 5d orbitals, ligand orbitals or charge transfer

states. The coupling between these vibrational and electronic

states and the 4f wavefunctions depends on the strength of the

interaction between the 4f orbitals and the surrounding

ligands; in view of the shielding of the 4f orbitals, the degree

of mixing remains small, and so are the oscillator strengths of

the f–f transitions. As a consequence, even if many lanthanide-

containing compounds display a good quantum yield, direct

excitation of the LnIII ions rarely yields highly luminescent

materials. Indirect excitation (called sensitization or antenna

effect) has to be used and proceeds in three steps. First, light is

absorbed by the immediate environment of the LnIII ion

through the attached organic ligands (chromophores). Energy

is then transferred onto one or several excited states of the

metal ion, and, finally, the metal ion emits light. A multitude

of organic ligands bearing aromatic chromophores has been

proposed for this purpose, derived, for instance, from

bipyridine, terpyridine, triphenylene, quinoline, or substituted

phenyl and naphthyl groups.

Although often discussed and modelled in terms of a simple

ligand(S1) A ligand(T1) A Ln* energy flow which can be

optimized by adjusting the energy gap between the lowest

ligand triplet state and the LnIII emitting level,27–29 sensitiza-

tion of trivalent lanthanide ions is an exceedingly complex

process involving numerous rate constants (Fig. 2).30–32 Its

fine-tuning requires the adjustment of several parameters and a

comprehensive discussion is not given here, more detailed

considerations being available in other review articles.9,33,34

Both the singlet and triplet states of the ligand may transfer

energy onto the metal ion and this transfer may be phonon-

assisted; however, since the singlet state is short lived, this

process is often not efficient. Classical considerations on the

Table 1 Main luminescent transitions of trivalent lanthanide aquo ions15,18–20

Ln Excited statea tRad/msb End statec Lumin. typed l/nme Emission color

Pr 1G4 n.a. 3HJ 4–6 P 1300 NIR
1D2 n.a. 3FJ 2–4 P 890, 1060 NIR
3P0 n.a. 3HJ 4–6 F 525–680 Orange

Nd 4F3/2 0.42 4IJ 9/2–15/2 F 1060 NIR
Sm 4G5/2 6.26 6HJ 5/2–15/2 P 590 Orange
Eu 5D0 9.67 7FJ 0–6 P 620 Red
Gd 6P7/2 10.9 8S7/2 P 312 UV
Tb 5D4 9.02 7FJ 6–0 P 550 Green
Dy 4F9/2 1.85 6HJ 15/2–5/2 P 570 Yellow-orange
Ho 5F5 n.a. 5IJ 8–4 F 970, 1450 NIR

5S2 0.37 5IJ 8–4 F 540 Green
Er 4S3/2 0.66 4IJ 15/2–9/2 F

4I13/2 n.a. 4I15/2 F 1530 NIR
Tm 1G4 n.a. 3HJ 6–4 P
Yb 2F5/2 1.2f 2F7/2 F 980 NIR
a Most luminescent excited states. b Radiative lifetime of the excited state for aquo ions, from ref. 17. Radiative lifetimes vary substantially
from one compound to another. c Range of J-values indicated on the right hand side. d F: fluorescence; P: phosphorescence. e Approximate
wavelength of most intense emission lines (or emission range). f For [Yb(dtpa)]22, from ref. 16.

Fig. 2 Simplified diagram showing the main energy flow paths during

sensitization of lanthanide luminescence via its surroundings (ligands).
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ligand-to-metal energy transfer therefore take solely the energy

of the triplet state into consideration. Or, rather, the energy of

the lowest triplet state T1 since elaborate ligands presently

designed usually feature several triplet states. Within the frame

of this simplified model, eqn (1) becomes:

QL
Ln 5 gisc get QLn

Ln (2)

with gisc representing the efficacy of the intersystem crossing

process and get the effectiveness of the 3pp*–Ln transfer.

When excitation of T1 leads to a relatively large expansion of

the Ln–L distance, energy transfer occurs as long as the

vibrational levels of T1 are populated, that is the transfer stops

when the lowest vibrational level is reached and T1 phosphor-

escence takes over. On the other hand, if the Ln–L expansion is

small, transfer is feasible as long as the triplet state is

populated; if the rate constant of the transfer is large with

respect to both radiative and non-radiative de-activation of T1,

the transfer becomes very efficient (gsens # 1, eqn (1)). Two

main mechanisms are usually invoked for the T1-to-LnIII

transfer: (i) Dexter’s (or exchange) mechanism, which involves

a double electron transfer and requires a good overlap between

the ligand and metal orbitals, and (ii) Förster’s (or dipole–

dipole) mechanism in which the dipole moment associated

with the T1 state couples with the dipole moment of the 4f

orbitals and which is more likely for LnIII ions. In addition,

dipole–multipole transfers play non-negligible role in the

sensitization of LnIII ions.30 If the main energy transfer path

involves a dipole–dipole mechanism, its efficiency is given by:31

get 5 1 2 (t/t0) 5 [1 + (R/R0)6]21 (3)

where t and t0 are the lifetimes of the donor in presence and in

absence of acceptor, respectively, R is the donor–acceptor

distance and R0 the distance for 50% transfer. It is specific for

a given donor–acceptor pair, lies usually between 5 and 20 Å

when a lanthanide ion is involved, and can be estimated from

the spectroscopic data:

R6
0 5 8.75 6 10225 k2 QD n24 J (4)

with k being an orientation factor (isotropic limit 5 2/3), QD

the quantum yield of the donor in absence of acceptor, n the

refractive index and J the overlap integral between the

emission spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum

of the acceptor.

There are two other means for exciting the lanthanide ions.

One takes advantage of the presence of charge-transfer states.

This is essentially true for SmIII, EuIII and YbIII and is often

used when these ions are inserted into inorganic matrices, like

in lamp phosphors.35 Indeed, if such ligand-to-metal charge

transfer states (LMCT) lie at high energy enough, they can

transfer energy into the excited 4f-states; however, when their

energy is close to the energy of the emitting level, they act as

efficient quenchers of the 4f-luminescence.36 In the case of

EuIII, excitation through LMCT is particularly efficient when

E(LMCT) ¢ 40 000 cm21 (see for instance Y2O3:Eu, with a

quantum efficiency of 90%37); on the other hand EuIII

luminescence is almost completely quenched when E(LMCT)

, 25 000 cm21.32,36 The other excitation mode relies on energy

transfer from a d-transition metal ion. For instance, CrIII is a

known activator of the NdIII luminescence in YAG lasers38

and, more recently, this excitation mode has stirred interest for

the sensitization of NIR luminescence39 and for increasing the

apparent lifetimes of NdIII and YbIII.40

1.3 Preventing non-radiative de-activation processes

In addition to mastering the various processes leading to

electronic excitation of the lanthanide ions, one has to prevent

excited states from de-exciting via non-radiative processes. The

overall de-activation rate constant (which is inversely propor-

tional to the observed lifetime tobs) is given by:

kobs~krz
X

n

knr
n ~krz

X

i

kvibr
i Tð Þz

X

j

k
pet
j Tð Þz

X

k

k0k
nr (5)

where kr and knr are the radiative and non-radiative rate

constants, respectively; the superscript ‘vibr’ points to vibra-

tional processes while ‘pet’ refers to photo-induced electron

transfer processes;41 k9 are rate constants associated with the

remaining de-activation paths. De-activation through vibra-

tions is especially effective and represents a major concern

in the design of both inorganic and organic edifices.

Multi-phonon processes are temperature dependent and the

de-activation rate constant is also very sensitive to the metal–

ligand distance since the interaction is of multipole–multipole

nature, wherein the dipole–dipole component is predomi-

nant.42 In aqueous solutions, interaction with water (both in

the inner and outer coordination sphere of the LnIII ion) leads

to a severe quenching of the metal luminescence via O–H

vibrations. Although detrimental to the design of highly

luminescent edifices, this phenomenon can be used to assess

the number of water molecules q interacting in the inner

coordination sphere and several approximate phenomenologi-

cal equations have been proposed, based on the assumptions

that O–D oscillators do not contribute to de-activation and

that all the other de-activation paths are the same in water and

in deuterated water, and can henceforth be assessed by

measuring the lifetime in the deuterated solvent:43,44

q 5 A?(kH2O 2 kD2O 2 B) 2 C

where A, B, and C are phenomenological Ln-depending

parameters determined using series of compounds with known

hydration numbers. The corrective factor B has the same units as k

and accounts for the presence of other de-activating vibrations

(e.g. N–H or C–H oscillators). Such relationships, which exist for

Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb are to be used with care and with the right

calibration, given the hypotheses implied. They are nevertheless

very useful and can be extended to other solvents, for instance

alcohol.

The best way to minimize vibration-induced de-activation

processes is to design a rigid metal-ion environment, free of

high-energy vibrations and protecting the LnIII ion from

solvent interaction. Such an environment also contributes to

reduce collision-induced de-activation in solution. Further

protection may be gained by inserting the luminescent edifice

This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2005 Chem. Soc. Rev., 2005, 34, 1048–1077 | 1051



into micelles, a stratagem often used in bioanalyses. Finally,

both photo-induced electron transfer from the ligand to the

metal ion, resulting in a reduction of LnIII into LnII (especially

sensitive in the case of EuII) with a concomitant quenching of

the metal-centred luminescence, and energy back transfer (see

Fig. 2) have to be avoided by an adequate ligand design.

2. In search of efficient chelates

2.1 The chemical challenge

In addition to the features discussed above with respect to

energy-transfer processes and minimization of non-radiative

de-activation, the LnIII environment in a lanthanide-

containing luminescent probe must also fulfil several other

requirements: high thermodynamic stability, kinetic inertness,

and a saturated co-ordination sphere. Given the large lability

of lanthanide ions and their need for high co-ordination

numbers,45 this poses a real challenge to synthetic chemists

who have come up with several strategies to meet it, briefly

described below. Furthermore, in case of bio-analyses, the

luminescent probe has to comply with biochemical aspects as

well, especially if the probe is to be used in vivo.

In aqueous solutions, the enthalpy and entropy changes

upon complex formation between LnIII cations and many ionic

ligands is predominantly influenced by changes in hydration of

both the cation and the ligand(s). Complexation results in a

decrease in hydration, yielding a positive entropy change

favourable to the complexation process. On the other hand,

dehydration is endothermic and contribution from bond

formation between the cation and the ligand(s) often does

not compensate this unfavourable energy contribution to the

variation in Gibbs free energy so that the overall complexation

process is generally entropy driven. Therefore, it is advanta-

geous to resort to polydentate ligands for building a co-

ordination environment around LnIII ions. During the last

decades, inorganic chemists have come up with a number of

imaginative strategies to insert LnIII ions into functional

edifices using such polydentate ligands.

A classical approach: linear polydentate and multifunctional

ligands. Numerous ligands fall into this category, so that we

shall only mention three large classes of ligands which have

produced interesting LnIII complexes. Polyaminocarboxylates

have played a special role in LnIII co-ordination chemistry

since publication of the crystal structure of the LaIII complex

with edta definitively convinced the chemical community that

LnIII ions frequently possess co-ordination numbers larger

than 6 (here 10). With logK in the range 15–20, [Ln(edta)]2

complexes are quite stable and consequently, the aminocar-

boxylate complexing unit has been grafted on numerous

substrates, including macrocycles (e.g. in dota, 1,4,7,10-

tetraaza-cyclododecane-N, N9, N0,N--tetraacetic acid, logK’s

in the range 23–25).46 Stability of these complexes arises from

the combination of large entropic effects due to de-solvation of

the aqua-ion and charge compensation occurring upon

complexation, and the formation of strong ionic bonds

with the carboxylate units, including the formation of stable

five-membered chelate rings.47

Another efficient co-ordinating unit leading to five-

membered chelate rings is b-diketonate. Rare earth

b-diketonates were prepared as early as 1897 by G. Urbain

and they are among the most investigated LnIII co-ordination

compounds, useful in a wealth of applications, ranging from

complexation agents in solvent–solvent extraction processes,

to NMR shift reagents, luminescent probes for time-resolved

immunoassays, and electroluminescent materials. The biden-

tate nature of the chelating moiety, however, leads often to

hexa-co-ordinated tris-complexes which complete their co-

ordination sphere by adding two water molecules; detrimental

to luminescent properties, these molecules can nevertheless be

easily replaced by chromophores such as phenanthroline or

bipyridine leading to highly luminescent ternary complexes.48

Acyclic Schiff base derivatives represent a resourceful class

of compartmental ligands which are prepared by self-

condensation of appropriate formyl and amine precursors.

The condensation reaction is simple and generally leads to the

desired product in high yield. Literature data on LnIII mono-

and bimetallic complexes, as well as on 4f–d transition metal

bimetallic entities with these derivatives are abundant and have

been reviewed recently.49 Extension to multimetallic systems

and to complexes with 5f elements is straightforward.

Appropriate choice in the number and nature of the coordi-

nating atoms assures a well defined co-ordination environment

so that multimetallic systems with metal ions at pre-defined

distances may be designed, which are most helpful in the study

of magnetic interactions and energy transfer processes.

Macrocyclic receptors50. The idea behind the design of such

ligands is to build a pre-organized cavity bearing several donor

atoms generating suitable interactions with the metal ion (i.e.

hard–hard or soft–soft in HSAB-theory terms) and with a

cavity diameter well adapted to the size of the guest cation

(lock-and-key principle). In this way, reorganization energy of

the ligand upon complexation is minimized. Lanthanide

macrocyclic chemistry started in the late 1960’s when the need

for NMR shift reagents induced the study of lanthanide

phthalocyanines and porphyrins.51 Two other classes of

macrocyclic receptors were developed soon after as model

ligands for the transport of cations through biological

membranes, coronands (initially, crown ethers) and cryptands

which were tested with variable success with the LnIII ions.52

Indeed, the difference in ionic radius between lanthanum and

lutetium amounts to only 0.15 Å (for co-ordination number 9)

while the ionic radius of two consecutive lanthanide ions

differs by a mere 0.01–0.015 Å,45 that is a fine tuning of the

receptor to accommodate a specific LnIII ion is out of reach,

except possibly for the selective complexation of larger versus

smaller ions, or vice-versa. This remark is also valid for

lanthanide complexes with two series of macrocycles which

were studied starting in the mid 1970’s: simple calixarenes53–55

and Schiff base derivatives.49

Therefore, another strategy was soon developed, based on

the induced fit concept, which uses flexible receptors in order

to optimize the interactions between the donor atoms and the

metal ion. In fact, the co-ordination environment is built upon

complexation thanks to the flexibility introduced into the

complexation agent, which is now termed ‘‘predisposed
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ligand’’. These receptors are either large macrocycles able to

wrap around the guest or small macrocycles fitted with pendant

arms. The latter approach has proved to be very successful,

particularly with calixarene53 and cyclen (1,4,7,10-tetraaza-

dodecane)56 derivatives, which have been fruitfully used for the

design of contrast agents for medical imaging,57 receptors for

radiopharmaceuticals58 and luminescent sensors.59

Podands. The induced fit approach can also be conducted in

an efficient way by designing podands. Here the functionalized

pendant arms are no more attached onto a potentially co-

ordinating macrocycle but simply on a single atom (boron,

nitrogen, carbon, or transition metal ions) or a small aromatic

ring such as benzene or triazine. This strategy is particularly

useful when the design of a lanthanide-containing molecular

edifice requires bidentate or tridentate pendant arms. Their

grafting onto macrocycles is indeed not always straightforward

from a synthetic standpoint. Ligands with four arms are

usually built from small aromatic rings, while tri-armed

receptors are often engineered from a single atom. The number

of donor atoms can be easily varied by changing both the

number of arms and their denticity. However, these ligands are

less predisposed than the macrocycles fitted with pendant arms

and the orientation of the arms to put the hosting cavity

together requires more conformational work, which is detri-

mental to the stability of the final molecular edifice. One

remedy is to profit from non-covalent interactions, such as

H-bonding60 or p-stacking interactions, or to start from a

transition-metal podate61 to position the arms in the right

conformation prior to complexation.

Self-assembly processes. In going from pre-organized to pre-

disposed receptors, one benefits from simplified synthetic

procedures. The next step is to resort to metallosupramo-

lecular chemistry and take advantage of both the high electric

field generated by the LnIII ions and weak intermolecular

interactions to self-assemble small co-ordinating units around

a metal ion. Application to co-ordination chemistry is

relatively recent62 and has immediately produced fascinating

bi- and tri-dimensional functional edifices.63 In our labora-

tories, we have produced large libraries of mono- and di-topic

ligands which self assemble with LnIII ions to yield mono-

metallic and bimetallic 4f–4f and d–4f triple-helical edifices64

with predetermined physico-chemical properties. Theoretical

and rational modelling of the self-assembly of these helicates in

now at hand, which enable a more rational approach65 and

extension to multimetallic systems,66 so that self-assembly

processes slowly emerge as a privileged strategy for the

engineering of elaborate multimetallic edifices and devices.

2.2 Analytical sensors

In analytical sensors, the metal-centred luminescence is

modulated by a process depending on the concentration of

the analyte and involving reversible binding of the latter.

Examination of Fig. 2 suggests that luminescence modulation

can be induced through three main mechanisms (Fig. 3).

Firstly, one may act directly onto the LnIII ion. For instance,

since luminescence intensity is highly sensitive to the presence

of water molecules in the inner co-ordination sphere, an

unsaturated co-ordination environment provided by the

ligand(s) will allow water binding. When these quenching

water molecules are displaced, for instance by reversible

binding of an anion, emission intensity is restored and the

lifetime of the excited level lengthened. Secondly, one may

influence the photophysical properties of the ligand, either of

its singlet state or of its triplet state. For instance, inter- or

intra-molecular quenching of the 1pp* state can be induced by

electron or charge transfer processes involving the ligand

and/or the LnIII ion. Alternatively, a reversible binding process

may influence the energy of the 1pp* state and, consequently,

the efficiency of the isc transfer. The energy of the triplet state

may also be altered by reversible binding, affecting the rate of

energy transfer onto the metal ion (or of back transfer),

henceforth the luminescence intensity. On the other hand, one

may resort to direct quenching of the 3pp* state by, for

instance, molecular oxygen. Thirdly, the analyte itself may be

used as either sensitising moiety for the LnIII luminescence or

possibly as a quencher. Direct binding to the metal ion is not

necessarily required, as demonstrated by a polyaromatic

hydrocarbon (PAH) sensor based on an initially poorly

luminescent TbIII complex with a cyclodextrin–dtpa com-

plexation unit. Efficient energy transfer from the PAH onto

the metal ion is initiated through binding in the cyclodextrin

cavity (Scheme 1).67 Luminescent lanthanide sensors for pH,

pO2 and anions such as halides, hydrogencarbonate and

hydrogenphosphate have been reviewed,59,68 so that we only

describe selected examples here.

Metal ion sensors. Several metal ion sensors have been

proposed, mostly for the analysis of biologically relevant

cations. The cyclen-based Eu?L1 complex (Scheme 1) bearing a

Fig. 3 Typical situations occurring in the modulation of lanthanide

emission through reversible binding of an analyte (an): (a) direct

influence on the LnIII luminescence, (b) influence on the ligand

photophysical properties, and (c) addition of a sensitizing analyte onto

a poorly luminescent lanthanide-containing sensor (note that situa-

tions b and c could be reversed, i.e. sensitization versus quenching).
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phenanthroline group acts as a copper chemosensor. Its

hydration state is q # 1 and the emission intensity is pH-

sensitive in water, going through a maximum at physiological

pH 7.4. At that pH, Eu?L1 reacts with CuII to yield a

tetrametallic species [Cu(Eu?L1)3] in which 5D0(Eu) lumines-

cence is extinguished because the presence of the 3d-transition

metal quenches the phen S1 state by electron transfer,

annihilating subsequent energy transfer onto the 4f cation.

Europium luminescence is restored upon destruction of the

copper complex by addition of edta. Because of this quenching

mechanism, ZnII and group I and II cations do not modulate

EuIII emission. Moreover, CuII is selectively detected over CoII

and FeII and binding of CuII occurs in a narrow concentration

range (pCu 5 5–6), corresponding to the physiological

concentration of this cation.69

Pentadentate ligand systems containing aniline or benzyl-

amine nitrogen atoms covalently linked to a kinetically stable

Eu or Tb complex, Ln?L2a and Ln?L2b (Scheme 1) have been

synthesized for designing MII luminescent sensors. Covalent

linkage to the dota complexes does not alter significantly the

affinity for the MII ions (and leave unchanged the affinity

sequence) compared with the parent pentadentate ligands, nor

does it alter the hydration number (q 5 1) of the LnIII ions. On

the other hand, changes in emission from the Ln excited state

accompany MII ion interaction with the luminescent sensors.

This allowed determination of ZnII concentrations in a

micromolar range, in presence of a simulated extracellular

ionic background (MgCl2 1.16 mM, CaCl2 2.3 mM, NaCl

140 mM, KCl 4 mM), TbIII emission being enhanced 25% in

Tb?L2aZn with an apparent dissociation constant of 0.6 mM.

The selectivity observed for the binding of ZnII with respect to

CaII and MgII is in line with ZnII preference for a tertiary N

donor; the enhanced Ln luminescence reflects changes in the

excited and charge transfer states induced by MII ion binding

to aryl oxygen and benzylic nitrogen in Ln?L2a and to the

aniline N in Ln?L2b. A disadvantage of this system is the

excitation wavelength needed, which lies in the UV-range

(262 nm), while bioanalyses are more sensitive when the

Scheme 1
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excitation wavelength is larger than 350 nm, avoiding

excitation of background luminescence from the biological

molecules.70

Crown ethers are ideal macrocycles for the selective

complexation of alkaline cations and several luminescent

complexes fitted with pendant crown ethers have proved to

be efficient chemosensors for these ions like for instance the KI

sensor proposed by de Silva and based on photo-induced

electron transfers.71 Other signalling systems take advantage of

lanthanide complexes with cyclam (1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclote-

tradecane) fitted with either a 15-crown-5 or an aza-15-crown-

5 pendant arm. The luminescence lifetimes of Tb?L3 (Scheme 1)

in water and deuterated water reflect a hydration state q 5 1 in

absence of alkali metal in the solution, pointing to co-

ordination of the ether function of the linking arm. When

sodium is added, its complexation to the macrocycle pendant

arm and possibly to carbonyl groups of the cyclam moiety

generates a steric hindrance which blocks the 9th coordination

site and, as a result, the lifetime of 5D4(Tb) increases

considerably (from ca. 1.8 to ca. 3 ms), reflecting q 5 0. The

system is therefore useful for signalling NaI cations; it responds

equally to KI and, to a much smaller extent, to LiI.72

pH sensors. pH is an essential parameter of physiological

processes which very often operate within a very narrow pH

range; typical examples are enzymes the activity of which is

switched on or off depending on the pH. It is therefore natural

that many pH sensitive luminescent signalling systems have

been developed, some of them based on LnIII emission. For

instance Eu?L1 displays a bell-shaped change in luminescence

intensity upon pH variation from 1.5 to 12, with a maximum

around pH 6. In fact, in alkaline solution, EuIII is reduced to

EuII by a photo-induced electron transfer, while in acidic

solution, protonation of the phenanthroline amine groups

increases the oxidation potential, and leads to a decrease in the

isc efficiency, henceforth reducing the ability of the antenna to

populate the Eu(5DJ) levels.73 Similarly, the water-soluble

cryptate [Eu , L4]3+ features highly pH-dependent lumines-

cent properties. Lifetime measurements are consistent with

hydration states q # 2 at pH 2 and q # 1 at pH 6.8.

Protonation of the amine functions of the polyamine chain

indeed prevents co-ordination onto the metal ion, allowing

water molecules to bind in the inner co-ordination sphere. The

luminescence intensity remains small up to pH 5 and then

increases sharply with a maximum at pH 7. The emission

intensity then decreases at basic pH values due to the

formation of hydroxylated species [Eu(OH)n , L4](32n)+

(n 5 1,2).74 Variable hydration state with a switching between

q # 2 and q # 0 is also the basis of the pH-controlled

modulation of luminescence intensity in substituted dota

complexes Eu?L5. Here the relative emission intensity presents

a sigmoid variation with pH, with an inflexion point around

pH 6.5. In fact, substituent on the arylsulfonamide group

allows a modulation of the pKa (5.7, 6.4 and 6.7 for L5a, L5b,

and L5c, respectively). Explanation for the enhanced emission

intensity at pH . 6 is similar to the one given for the previous

example. More basic pH values result in the deprotonation of

the sulfonamide nitrogen which then binds the lanthanide ion,

expelling inner-sphere water molecules. Moreover, this binding

brings the chromophore closer to the metal ion, resulting in a

better sensitization of the 4f-centred luminescence.75

Anion sensors. Although somewhat neglected in the devel-

opment of analytical procedures, many anions have an

important biological relevance and efforts have been recently

put forward to make anion-controlled luminescent chemosen-

sors available to bio-scientists. Much of these efforts stem from

Parker’s work, who has investigated the influence of iodide,

chloride, bromide, hydrogencarbonate, hydrogenphosphate,

sulfate, and lactate on EuIII and TbIII complexes with cyclen

derivatives; this work has been recently reviewed.68 In

addition, we would like to present a supramolecular anion

sensor which has interesting potential despite its working in

acetonitrile only. The Eu?L6 complex is depicted in Scheme 1,

where L6 is a bis(bipyridine)phenylphosphine oxide ligand. In

this complex, the bipyridine fragments act as efficient

sensitizing groups while providing together with the phos-

phoryl group sizeable coordination strength. The co-ordina-

tion sphere is however unsaturated, which allows further

co-ordination of anions. In the case of nitrate for instance, a

first anion expels the solvent molecules while further binding

results in the successive de-complexation of the bipyridyl units.

Cumulative stability constants (logbi) obtained by spectro-

photometric titrations amount to approximately 6, 11 and 14

for the EuIII sensor in acetonitrile. Fluoride, chloride and

acetate binding is stronger. The photophysical properties of

both Eu?L6 and Tb?L6 drastically depend on the nature of the

anion in solution; in particular, adding two equivalents of

nitrate to a solution of [Eu?L6](OTf)3 results in a 11-fold

enhancement of the metal-centred emission intensity.76

2.3 Immunoassays and hybridization detection

The intrinsic advantages of luminescent lanthanide ions, (i)

well defined, almost compound-independent emission lines, (ii)

large Stokes shift upon ligand excitation and (iii) long lifetime

of the emitting state of some LnIII (Sm, Eu, Dy, Tb) combined

with high quantum yields obtained upon ligand sensitization in

several co-ordination compounds (e.g. b-diketonates) have led

to the development of time-resolved luminescent immunoas-

says (Fig. 4) by a small Finnish company (Wallac Biochemical

laboratories) located in Turku.22,23 In time-resolved spectro-

scopy, excitation occurs via a pulsed lamp (or laser) and a time

delay is applied before measurement. In this way, the short-

lived background luminescence from the organic part of the

sample is allowed to fade off before measuring the long-lived

metal-centred luminescence, which ensures a better signal-to-

noise ratio (Fig. 4a). In addition, since the overall experiment

is completed in a few milliseconds, it can be repeated several

thousand times during a minute, leading to a very high

sensitivity within a few minutes. Finally, the different spectral

ranges covered by the emission of SmIII, EuIII, TbIII, and DyIII

permit multiple immunoassays to be developed.23,77 Fig. 5

shows typical emission from these ions in ternary complexes

with pivaloyltrifluoroacetonate and 1,10-phenanthroline

imbedded in Triton1 X-100 micelles for better protection

against water interaction; detection limits reached under time-

resolved conditions and co-luminescence enhancement by YIII
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are very low, 3.5 6 10214 M for EuIII for instance, which is the

most sensitive ion under these experimental conditions

(Table 2).78

Immunoassays rely on a biochemical reaction between an

antigen (the analyte) and a specific antibody. In luminescent

immunoassays, the latter is labelled with a lanthanide chelate.

Initially, the proposed method called for a heterogeneous, two-

step procedure (Fig. 4b). The labelling chelate was usually a

polyaminocarboxylate complex and after completion of the

biochemical reaction (step 1), the solution pH was lowered

which resulted in the dissociation of the LnIII ions. Then in

step 2, an enhancement solution was added containing a

second chelating agent (usually a b-diketonate), tri-octyl

phosphine oxide to complete the LnIII coordination sphere

and Triton1 X-100 to form protective micelles around the new

chelate for optimum luminescence efficiency. In this way,

quantum yields of EuIII-containing systems easily reached

70%. A simpler method was subsequently proposed (Fig. 4c) in

which the initial chelate is an efficient donor for sensitizing

emission of an acceptor chromophore, e.g. phycobiliprotein.79

In such a homogeneous assay, an EuIII complex with a

derivatised tris(bipyridine) cryptand (bpy.bpy.bpy in Scheme 2)

is linked to a specific antibody while the acceptor is grafted

onto a second specific antibody. The biochemical reaction

brings the two entities close enough so that directional non-

radiative resonant energy transfer occurs upon UV excitation

of the chelate. The phycobiliprotein has a high molar

absorption coefficient and a specific fluorescence band at

660 nm. The corresponding singlet state is solely populated by

the energy transfer process, sometimes referred to as LRET

(Luminescence resonance energy transfer), which means that

the 660 nm emission reflects the de-excitation decay of the

EuIII cryptate or, in other words, that the apparent decay time

of the 660 nm fluorescence is identical to the lifetime of

Eu(5D0) and time-resolved technique can be applied. Energy is

only transferred when the donor and the acceptor lie at a

relatively short distance so that it only occurs when both

antibodies are connected onto the substrate. Therefore, there is

no need to eliminate unreacted reagents from the solution

before measurement, henceforth, a simplified and faster

method. For instance, prolactin can be detected with a

sensitivity similar to the one obtained with radioactive labels,

down to 0.3 mg per litre.

Advances in recombinant DNA technology and sensitive

methods for analyzing the organization of specific genes are

major contributors to genomics. These techniques rely on

nucleic acid hybridization probes for detecting complementary

nucleic acid sequences and are being increasingly used in

diagnostic medicine. Several systems have therefore been

proposed for detecting protein hybridization by a time-

resolved luminescence procedure identical to the one described

for homogeneous immunoassays, but using different lantha-

nide chelates (often polyaminocarboxylates) and acceptors

(cyanine dyes). A typical example is illustrated on Fig. 6. A

single stranded DNA is fitted at its 59 end with a europium

chelate derived from a carbostyril dye, while the energy

acceptor cyanine-5 dye is linked to another single stranded

DNA. Upon hybridization, the donor and acceptor are

Fig. 4 Principles of (a) time-resolved spectroscopy, (b) heterogeneous

immunoassays, and (c) homogeneous immunoassays.

Fig. 5 Emission spectra of ternary lanthanide complexes with

pivaloyltrifluoroacetonate and 1,10-phenanthroline, in aqueous solu-

tion containing Triton X-100 and YIII.

Table 2 Time-resolved luminescence detection of LnIII (ternary
complexes with pivaloyltrifluoroacetonate and 1,10-phenanthroline,
aqueous solution with Triton1 X-100 and co-luminescence enhance-
ment by YIII)78

LnIII

Experimental conditions (see Fig. 4a)

Detection limit/pMtdel/ms tmeas/ms tcycl/ms lem/nm

Sm 0.05 0.2 1 644 7.9
Eu 0.5 1.5 2 613 0.035
Tb 0.4 0.5 1 545 0.34
Dy 0.05 0.1 1 573 46
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brought within adequate distance and energy is directionally

transferred onto the latter when the donor is excited by UV-

light, henceforth allowing detection and quantification of the

hybridization process. Chemical labelling of DNA has been

achieved in several different ways, one of which is given in

Scheme 2: deoxycytidine residues of DNA are transaminated

in the presence of ethylenediamine and the resulting compound

is reacted with a EuIII chelate, yielding the depicted labelled

DNA; the transamination reaction can be adjusted to tune the

desired degree of labelling.80

Alternatively, homogeneous immunoassays may take

advantage of highly luminescent europium chelates12 and a

very efficient system has been proposed by Matsumoto et al.

who demonstrated its potential in the case of the analysis of

human immunoglobulin E (IgE), which is related to various

allergies.81 The bifunctional ligand 4,49-bis(10,10,10,20,20,30,30-

heptafluoro - 40, 60- hexanedion - 60- yl ) - chlorosulfo - o -phenyl

(BHHCT, Scheme 2) bears one chlorosulfonyl group for

coupling with proteins and its EuIII complex displays a sizeable

stability and quantum yield. It can be easily coupled to

streptavidin A (SA), bovine serum albumin (BSA) or both to

enhance its solubility. The human IgE assay is depicted on

Fig. 7. A first anti human IgE antibody (from goat or rabbit) is

incubated in the wells of a microtiter plate. The IgE analyte is

then incubated in the coated wells, followed by the incubation

of a second biotinylated anti human IgE antibody, also of

animal origin. Finally, the immunoassay is conducted with

either the SA or the BSA–SA conjugates of the BHHCT

chelate. Astounding results were obtained: the assay lasts only

a few hours, its reproducibility is excellent, and its sensitivity is

down to 3.6 pg cm23, which translates into the detection of ca.

10218 mol. As a comparison, conventional assays using ELISA

(enzyme linked immunosorbent assay) are 10–100 times less

sensitive and last 10–20 times longer. Several other assays have

been proposed which use the BHHCT ligands and more stable

chelates have also been designed with BPTA (Scheme 2) for the

Scheme 2

Fig. 6 Detection of hybridization by luminescence resonant energy transfer (LRET).
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same purposes. Multiple components assays (e.g. with several

different LnIII ions) are becoming increasingly common for the

simultaneous analysis of several analytes and moreover, cell

activity can also be monitored by these procedures.12

2.4 Imaging techniques

Adding a second or third dimension to analytical procedures

offers obvious inherent advantages and luminescence micro-

scopy has therefore become commonplace since suitable

detectors have become available. In this context, lanthanide

luminescence provides further benefit by adding time-resolved

capability which allows one to eliminate scattered light and

short-lived fluorescence from cytochemical samples and

optical components.14 Interestingly, and to our knowledge,

one of the first practical applications of lanthanide time-

resolved imaging dealt with detecting latent fingerprints for

forensic purposes.82 Instrumentation is relatively simple since

time-gated experiments eliminate the need to divert the

excitation beam; a simplified scheme of the instrumentation

used by Vereb et al. in their systematic investigation of the

experimental parameters83 is shown on Fig. 8. The microscope

allows simultaneous recording of time-resolved and spectrally-

resolved images. The intermittent light source is either a

chopped light beam, a fast (microsecond) pulsed xenon lamp

or a pulsed laser. The filter block contains an excitation filter,

a dichroic mirror and an emission filter selected according to

the luminescent probe; the time-resolved system is made of a

gated, modulated microchannel plate intensifier and a cooled,

slow-scan charge-coupled device camera. The instrumentation

was successfully tested with a EuIII polyaminocarboxylate

derived from dtpa, Eu?L7 (Scheme 3) which proved to be an

excellent luminescent probe for dual temporal and spectral

resolution. Introduction of additional polarization optics

enables the determination of emission polarization which

reflects molecular orientation and rotational mobility, hence-

forth the nature of the microenvironment sustained by the

luminescent probe. Several other luminescent markers for

microscopy purposes have been proposed by other research

groups (Scheme 3). One may divide them into two groups, one

relying on visible emission from EuIII and TbIII and the other

on near infrared (NIR) luminescence mainly from YbIII. In

any case, selective targeting is always desired and efforts

concentrate often on the imaging of cancer cells.

Complexes with macrocycles L884 and L9a85 belong to the

first group and have been synthesized in an effort to obtain

tissue-selective luminescent probe for imaging cancer cells. In

particular, it is hoped that Tb?L9a?could be used to help

identify early-stage oral cancer lesions.85 EuIII and TbIII

complexes with L10 are highly luminescent and can be easily

coupled to bovine serum albumin (BSA) with labelling ratios

up to 8 (Ln : BSA), making them suitable for time-resolved

microscopy.86 Similarly, europium chelates with cyclen deri-

vatives L11 and L12 can be used to label silica particles and

generate time-resolved images of them.87 Interest in dual

probes, generating both a MRI and a luminescent signal is

growing. Indeed, usual brain tumour imaging by MRI is often

limited because of the indirect reach of the method; in

particular, it sometimes fails to delineate very precisely the

boundaries of the tumour. An ideal tumour imaging reporter

would therefore, in addition to being tumour specific, provide

a luminescence signal which can be correlated with the

magnetic resonance. Chelating agent L9b is adequate for this

purpose and Bornhop’s group have coupled it with a tumour

specific benzodiazepine receptor and the EuIII complex of the

resulting trifunctional ligand displays a bright luminescence in

micromolar solutions as well as a good MRI contrast

capability. They have obtained convincing results in bimodal

imaging of C6 glioma cells from a brain cancer.88

Fascinating developments are taking place to overcome

some of the limitations inherent in the previously described

luminescent probes, namely the facts that (i) the visible

emitting LnIII ions usually require UV excitation, which

compromises in vivo applications since bio-molecules usually

absorb heavily in this spectral range and, moreover, biological

Fig. 7 Principle of the IgE luminescent immunoassay.81

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of a time-gated luminescence microscope

allowing time and spectral resolution of images; D, M 5 filter block

with a dichroic mirror, MCP 5 gated/modulated microchannel plate

intensifier. Adapted from ref. 83
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activity can be modified or destroyed by UV radiation, and (ii)

if generated inside a bio-material, visible light may also be

substantially absorbed, reducing the signal from the analyte.

One solution is to turn to NIR emission since biological tissues

are rather transparent in this spectral range. For instance, a

water-soluble YbIII porphyrin–BSA conjugate has been

proposed for studying lipid membranes;89 it displays, however

a relatively low quantum yield, 0.18%, a figure which is

difficult to increase in view of the small energy gap between the
2F5/2 and 2F7/2 levels. The relatively short lifetimes of the

excited states of the NIR-emitting LnIII ions is a potential

disadvantage; however, strategies have been proposed to

extend these lifetimes by populating the LnIII via energy

transfer from a long-lived excited state of a transition metal

ion such as chromium (see below).40,90

Another solution is to resort to long-wavelength excitation

based on multiphoton excitation, i.e. absorption of two or

three photons, a process known as up-conversion. Simple

lanthanide salts can be excited in this way, for instance, EuIII

chloride by two photons (796 nm) and TbIII chloride by three

photons (805 nm). This requires however a considerable

excitation power (200–300 mW) and the use of a Ti:sapphire

laser.91 The number of photons simultaneously absorbed for a

given metal ion depend on the excitation wavelength and

power as well as on the nature of the ligand co-ordinated to

LnIII. Such phenomena have been demonstrated on several

EuIII and TbIII complexes with various ligands such as

troponin C, a tryptophan mutant (26W), carbostyril 124,

coumarin and anthranilate.92 Even more interesting is the

detection of cell and tissue surface antigens using up-

converting phosphors. Submicron phosphor particles can be

prepared from YIII, LaIII or GdIII (non-luminescent) oxysul-

fides, oxyhalides, fluorides, gallates or silicates, into which are

incorporated YbIII ions and a sensitizer ion such as HoIII, ErIII

or TmIII.93

3. New luminescent lanthanide-containing materials

3.1. Metallomesogens

The current upsurge in the design and study of lanthanide-

containing mesophases94 is justified by several potential

applications pertaining to both bio-analysis and materials

sciences. For instance, lanthanide-containing trichromatic

materials emitting narrow bands in the basic colours are

employed in lighting devices and displays,7 and the large

magnetic anisotropy of some LnIII ions opens the way to

magnetic rather than electric switching in liquid crystalline

materials.94,95 Lanthanide-containing mesophases remained

largely scientific curiosities until the mid 1980’s,96,97 when

systematic efforts aiming at isolating lanthanide complexes

with liquid crystalline properties started to develop.98–102

Basically, such materials can be obtained either by mixing

lanthanide salts103 and complexes104 with mesogenic materials,

or by synthesising lanthanide complexes with mesomorphic

properties. The presently known lanthanide-containing mole-

cular compounds exhibiting liquid crystalline phases belong to

four different classes: (i) lanthanide alkanoates, (ii) Schiff base

derivatives: for instance, reaction of a derivative of hydro-

xybenzaldimine with lanthanide nitrates yielded smectic liquid

crystals having an unusually high magnetic anisotropy,99,105,106

(iii) macrocyclic complexes, which were among the first

reported lanthanide-containing metallomesogens, and (iv)

Scheme 3
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complexes with tridentate aromatic receptors derived from

substituted 2,6-bis(benzimidazoylpyridine). In our labora-

tories, we have developed synthetic strategies pertaining to

the last two categories of compounds107,108 with the aim of

obtaining luminescent metallomesogens. We have also shown

how luminescence parameters can be used to detect crystal-to-

liquid crystal phase transitions.109,110

The design of thermotropic metallomesogens obeys the same

rules as those established for the preparation of mesophases

with organic molecules. The formation of the liquid crystalline

phase corresponds to a thermally induced micro-segregation

between the flexible alkyl chains and the more rigid metallic

core. Specific molecular shapes usually result from the global

anisotropy of the ligands with, in addition, a contribution

from the stereochemical requirements of the metal ion. The

spherical and bulky trivalent LnIII ions have large co-

ordination numbers and no pronounced stereochemical

preferences, rendering difficult their introduction into thermo-

tropic mesophases. One strategy implies the use of macrocyclic

ligands based on frameworks known to complex lanthanide

ions with a reasonable strength. As an example, non-

mesomorphic ligand L12, derived from 1,7-diaza-18-crown-6

ether, forms mesogenic complexes with LnIII nitrates

(Scheme 4). In the case of Eu?L12, a combination of

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), polarized light

microscopy (PLM) and small angle X-ray diffraction data

(SAXS) indicate the formation of a hexagonal columnar

mesophase Colh at 86 uC, while isotropization occurs around

198–200 uC. The temperature range of the liquid crystalline

phase can be tuned by varying the counterion and the number

of pro-mesogenic alkyl chains grafted onto the ligand.107 For

the EuIII mesomorphic complex Eu?L12, in the absence of

suitable crystals for structure determination, high resolution

luminescence spectra under selective laser excitation yielded a

clue to the composition and symmetry of the metal ion

environment. In addition, the dependence of both the relative

intensity of the hypersensitive 5D0 A 7F2 transition, ln(IT/I295),

and of the Eu(5D0) lifetime, ln(tT/t295), versus 1/T displays a

S-shape curve, allowing a precise determination of the

transition temperature (Fig. 9). The decrease in luminescence

intensity versus increasing temperature of a reference com-

pound Eu?L12a not displaying mesomorphic behaviour has

also been measured. The emission spectrum of this complex is

Scheme 4

Fig. 9 Integrated and corrected intensities (right scale) of the Eu(5D0

A 7F2) transition of Eu?L12 (m) and Eu?L12a (%), and Eu(5D0)

lifetime (left scale) of Eu?L12 (&) versus temperature. The downward

arrow points to the Cr–Colh transition temperature determined by

DSC.
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very similar to the luminescence spectrum of Eu?L12, but the

ln(IT/I295) versus 1/T curves for this reference compound is

monotonous, although not linear. This variation is mainly due

to the temperature-dependent non-radiative de-excitation

processes which are similar for the two compounds. In the

absence of an electronic-based de-activation process such as

photo-induced electron transfer (see eqn (5)), an exponential

function of the type y 5 y0 e2C/RT is indeed expected for the

variation of both the luminescence intensity and lifetime with

temperature.42,111 From a theoretical point of view, the

emission intensity of a LnIII ion is expressed as follows:112

I J,J 0ð Þ~ 64p4~vv3

3h 2Jz1ð Þ
n n2z2
� �2

9
DEDzn3DMD

" #
(6)

where I(J, J9), in s21, represents the probability of spontaneous

emission, ~vv is the average energy of the transition (cm21), h is

Planck’s constant (6.63 6 10227 erg s), (2J + 1) is the degeneracy of

the initial state (1 for Eu(5D0)), while DED and DMD (in esu2 cm2)

are the contributions from the electric and magnetic dipole

operators, respectively, and n is the refractive index of the medium,

which is known to undergo a non-linear, S-shaped variation over

phase transitions. Since the 5D0 A 7F2 transition is purely electric

dipole in nature, the second term vanishes and grouping all the

constants yields the simplified relationship:

I 0,2ð Þ~
n n2z2
� �2

9
|DED|cst (7)

The correction factor
n n2z2
� �2

9
estimated by measuring n

over the temperature range of the mesogenic phase transition of

Eu?L12 is relatively small and contributes to a maximum of 15% to

the I(5D0 A 7F2) variation, so that the drop observed at the

transition temperature (Fig. 9) is genuine to the phase transition. It

is noteworthy that both the intensity and lifetime variations are

reversible and reproducible over many heating–cooling cycles. A

similar effect has also been observed for Tb?L12, as far as the

intensity of the 5D4 A 7F5 transition is concerned. Consequently,

luminescence intensity and/or lifetime switching can be used to

signal Cr–LC transitions in EuIII and TbIII mesomorphic

compounds.

Another way of producing Ln-containing mesogenic com-

pounds is the introduction of the LnIII ions into a cavity

induced by suitable ligand(s) and displaying rod-like or disk-

like anisotropy,94 a reason why we have developed semi-rigid

aromatic tridentate ligands for which rod-like or bent

geometries depend on the position of the lipophilic residues;

these two basic shapes interconvert upon complexation with

lanthanide nitrates, yielding the two situations depicted in

Scheme 4.108 Ligand L13 for instance, which bears spacers in

5,59 positions playing the role of sensitizing units for Eu

luminescence, corresponds to the rod-like situation. It

possesses mesomorphic properties by itself and its associated

bent luminescent complex with europium nitrate Eu?L13

features liquid crystalline behaviour at elevated temperature

with a cubic phase between 140 and 200 uC. Again, the strong

red europium-centred photoluminescence of this metallomeso-

gen can be exploited for extracting thermal and structural

information of the phase transition. High-resolution investiga-

tion shows Eu?L13 being comprised of a single metal ion site

and the near constancy of the Eu(5D0) lifetime between 10 and

295 K is indicative of weak coupling with high energy

vibrations. Plots of ln(IT/I295) and of the ln(tT/t295) display

sigmoid variation when Eu?L13 enters its cubic mesophase during

the first heating process, reflecting structural changes induced by

the Cr–Cub process. However, subsequent cooling and heating–

cooling cycles reveal that the organization in the Cub phase

is supercooled in the final glassy state and the ln(IT/I295) and

ln(tT/t295) plots are almost monotonous, the residual small

curvature being attributable to the refractive index change.108

Other luminescent and mesogenic EuIII molecular com-

pounds have been reported by Binnemans and Galyamet-

dinov. For instance, lanthanide complexes derived from

4-dodecyloxy-N-hexadecyl-2-hydroxybenzaldimine and per-

fluorinated alkyl sulfate counterions show a smectic A

mesophase. A large increase in the magnetic susceptibility

was observed at the isotropic-to-mesophase transition in an

applied magnetic field of 1.5 T. The magnitude of the magnetic

anisotropy depends on the strength of the crystal field around

the metal ion, more precisely on the values of the second-rank

crystal field parameters B2
q. Since in addition to this

interesting magnetic behaviour, the EuIII complex is quite

luminescent, it was used as a probe for unravelling the crystal

field splitting: the magnetic dipole allowed transition 5D0 A
7F1 exhibits three components reflecting an unusually large

crystal field splitting of the 7F1 level (156, 522, 552 cm21)

corresponding to a very large B2
0 parameter (1170 cm21).106,113

Lanthanide b-diketonates are highly luminescent48 and com-

plexes in which the 1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedionate ligands

are substituted in the para position by alkoxy chains have been

reacted with Lewis-bases; these ternary adducts exhibit

monotropic smectic phases and photoluminescence of the

EuIII complex is particularly intense at room temperature.114

The design of molecular metallomesogens often involves a

large synthetic effort to produce the adequate pro-mesogenic

ligands, so that another route has been explored, which

appears to be simpler. It consists of doping luminescent

lanthanide salts or complexes (often b-diketonates) into known

room-temperature mesophases.96,115,116 Luminescence switch-

ing has been observed at the nematic-to-isotropic transition of

4-pentyl-49-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) containing EuIII b-diketo-

nates, the larger emission intensity in the liquid crystalline

phase being attributed to better excitation of the sample

through large internal scattering of the excitation light.104

Work is also focusing on obtaining near infrared luminescence

(NdIII, ErIII, YbIII, see section 3.3), for instance in the nematic

host matrices N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline

(MBBA) and 5CB.117 In our laboratories, we have taken

advantage of the mesogenic properties of an ionic liquid

presenting a liquid crystalline behaviour at room temperature,

1-dodecyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([C12-mim]Cl). This

salt form lamellar, sheet-like arrays in the crystalline phase and

an enantiomeric smectic liquid crystalline phase at tempera-

tures higher than 0–20 uC depending on its water content.

Introduction of lanthanide salts into this ionic liquid does not

much alter the liquid crystalline properties and the emission

colour of the EuIII-containing material can be tuned from blue
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to red by varying the excitation wavelength and the counterion

(Fig. 10).103

3.2. Lanthanide luminescence in ionic liquids

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are usually composed

of an organic cation (alkylammonium, alkylphosphonium,

imidazolium, pyridinium, isoquinolinium) and an inorganic

anion (Scheme 5), although chloroaluminates are also a class

of RTILs. They remain liquid over a wide temperature range,

including room temperature. The first such compounds were

reported in 1914,118 but apart for studies on chloroaluminates

in the 1960’s for their use as electrolytes in batteries, significant

literature has only become available in the late 1980’s when

their potential as solvents for synthesis, catalysis, and

extraction processes was recognized, in view of their extremely

low volatility. The anion is often a relatively poorly co-

ordinating entity, such as Tf2N ([bis(trifluoromethane)-

sulfonyl]imide) so that besides being highly polar, RTILs can

be considered as being non-coordinating solvents, an asset for

studying the coordination chemistry of metal ions.119 In the

absence of other donor molecules, Tf2N2 will of course

interact with the metal ion; its co-ordination chemistry is rich

in that it presents a range of binding modes, from mono-

dentate with metal–O or metal–N bonds, to bidentate g-N,O

or g-O,O or, possibly bridging. The earlier studies involving

RTILs have been hampered by the high cost of these chemicals

and, also, by the fact that they tend to be highly hygroscopic

with physico-chemical properties varying substantially with

the water content.120 However, new synthetic methods are now

at hand, which make RTILs more easily available in large

quantities.121 Their physical properties are perfectly known

and listed122 and adequate purification and handling ensure

reproducible results.123 As far as 4f-elements are concerned,

initial studies focused on proving the formation of [LnCl6]32 in

aluminium chloride–1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride

mixtures by spectophotometry;124 moreover, chloro complexes

in other RTILs have been the subject of several theoretical

studies.125 The properties of RTILs are easily tuneable, either

by modifying the side chains on the imidazolium cation, or by

using different anions, a reason why they are now provided in

the separation and extraction of 4f and 5f ions.126 An

interesting point for extraction studies is the demonstration

that [Ln(tta)4]2 (tta 5 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetonate) is the only

species forming in a biphasic aqueous-RTIL mixture, instead

of the solvated complexes [Ln(tta)2(H2O)2].127 This is

ascertained by the observation of a single component in the

Eu(5D0 A 7F0) transition as well as by the hydration number

q # 0.1–0.2 determined by measuring the Eu(5D0) lifetime in

water and deuterated water. On the other hand, EXAFS and

HES (extended X-ray scattering) data suggest that the presence

of [Ln(tta)4]2 does not significantly alter the structure of the

RTIL. Another study on the complexation of lanthanide ions

in a RTIL involved divalent europium iodide which proved to

be unusually stable in BumimPF6;120 spectrophotometric

evidences point to the interaction between EuII and 15-

crown-5 ether.

The apparent facile abstraction of water molecules from the

inner co-ordination sphere in RTILs may be an advantage for

light emission in diminishing non-radiative de-activation

processes, so that the photophysical properties of Ln-

containing RTILs are starting to be investigated (see also

previous paragraph). In a recent study, we have determined the

spectroscopic properties of EuIII triflate (trifluoromethanesul-

fonate) dissolved in BmimTf2N. When the RTIL is not

degassed, that is when it contains an appreciable amount of

water, the luminescence decay of the Eu(5D0) level is a single

exponential function and the corresponding lifetime (0.16 ms)

reflects the presence of several water molecules in the inner

co-ordination sphere. Upon removal of water, the lifetime

increases and the decay becomes eventually bi-exponential

with a long component (2.56 ms) suggesting the presence of an

anhydrous species. Addition of tetrabutylammonium chloride

to the anhydrous solution leads to the formation of a

polychloro species, most probably [EuCl6]32 since the corres-

ponding spectroscopic properties match those obtained in

ethanol for this species; in particular the Cl-to-Eu ligand-to-

metal charge transfer state is located at 33 000 cm21 and

excitation into this state results in Eu(5D0) emission.123 Many

ionic liquids are colourless and optically transparent over

a wide spectral range, from UV (# 220 nm) to NIR

(# 2000 nm); this, together with their good chemical stability,

makes them interesting solvents for optical studies and,

potentially, for the design of optically relevant materials in

the visible and NIR range. The behaviour of NdIII salts and

complexes in 1-ethyl- and 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium ionic

liquids (counterions: bromide, tosylate or triflate) shows that

Fig. 10 Trichromatic diagram displaying the position of the studied

samples in function of their composition (o: ionic liquid, &: chloride,

¤: nitrate, m: triflate, $: perchlorate) and the excitation wavelength

(grey: 274 nm, violet: 285 nm, blue: 334 nm, green: 344 nm, yellow:

353 nm, orange: 361 nm, red: 393 nm). Reproduced with permission

from ref. 103.

Scheme 5
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sizeable NIR luminescence can be obtained when either

neodymium bromide or thenolytrifluoroacetonate is used.128

Another study demonstrates that intense NIR emission can be

observed when carefully dried 1-dodecyl-3-methylimidazolium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide is used as solvent for NdIII

and ErIII iodides. A quantum yield of 2.5 ¡ 0.2% was obtained

for the NdIII salt, with a lifetime of the Nd(4F3/2) level of

15.3 ms. On the other hand, traces of water readily quench the

NIR luminescence.129

3.3. Near-IR emitting materials and edifices

As mentioned several times in the preceding sections,

lanthanide-based NIR luminescence is attracting considerable

interest both in the fields of light emitting diodes, telecommu-

nication, and medical applications in view of their potential for

non-invasive in vivo imaging. Recently, there have been

attempts to use NIR tomography to examine deep tissues,

with the idea of developing highly sensitive methods for early

detection of cancer.130 In this respect, receptor-targeted optical

imaging of tumours is gaining in interest because haemoglobin

has low absorption coefficients above 650 nm, while the

absorption of water, a major component of biological tissues,

diminishes drastically below 1300 nm. Sensitivity of the

luminescent probes can be enhanced in two ways. Firstly by

using quenched precursors that can be activated in vivo by a

suitable biochemical reaction,131 and secondly, by taking

advantage of time-resolved luminescence measurements to

separate the probe luminescence from the unwanted back-

ground luminescence. NIR-luminescent LnIII ions such as

NdIII or YbIII, although potentially interesting in view of their

emission wavelengths, have two intrinsic drawbacks: (i) low

sensitization of the metal-centred luminescence due to a small

energy gap between their excited and ground-state levels,

favouring efficient non-radiative processes, and (ii) relatively

short lifetimes (ns to ms), which limit the efficiency of time-

resolved detection. The latter limitation can be overcome by

introducing the LnIII ion into a 3d–4f bimetallic edifice in

which population of the LnIII excited state is controlled by a

long-lived emitting CrIII ion (see section 4). The number of

articles dealing with NIR-emitting lanthanide-containing

systems has been growing exponentially during the last few

years (more than 100 papers have appeared in scientific

journals during the last three years) and it is out of the scope of

this review to give a detailed account of them. Several classes

of materials have been tested and we shall only briefly point to

selected examples. A recent review describes suitable strategies

for the fabrication of devices containing NdIII, as well as EuIII

and TbIII ions.132

Purely inorganic systems are still praised in optical applica-

tions, particularly as amplifiers for waveguides in which Al2O3

is doped with ErIII and YbIII, the later playing the role of

sensitizer for the former and therefore allowing excitation in

the NIR range, at 980 nm for which cheap laser diodes exist.133

Surface-coated nanoparticles of lanthanum fluoride and

phosphate doped with luminescent LnIII ions have been

proposed. In these systems, the lifetimes of the emitting LnIII

ions is increased by orders of magnitude compared to those

commonly observed in organic complexes, with values as high

as 1 ms for ErIII and 200 ms for NdIII, indicative of a very

efficient shielding from non-radiative de-activation pro-

cesses.26 Hydrothermal synthesis of layered silicates of general

formula K3[M12xLnxSi3O8(OH)2] with M 5 Y, Tb and

Ln 5 Eu, Tb, Er resulted in the isolation of materials that

proved to be effective room-temperature NIR (Ln 5 Er) and

visible (Ln 5 Eu, Tb) phosphors with outputs comparable to

standards used in commercial lamps. The layered structure of

these materials allows the introduction of a third LnIII ion and,

henceforth, the fine-tuning of their luminescent properties.134

Another group of compounds feature organic–inorganic

hybrids, either coordination polymers, many of them being

obtained by hydrothermal reactions,135 or polymers blended

with lanthanide complexes. Several of these systems are

optimized for electroluminescence and used in the fabrication

of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs).136 In order to

minimize de-activation processes, Hasegawa has proposed

methacrylate polymers including NdIII ions co-ordinated to

tris(bis-perfluoromethane) (or ethanesulfonylaminate) and

deuterated dmso; the quantum yields obtained (in the range

1.3–1.6%) are among the largest reported for NdIII-containing

polymers.137 Calcein and dipicolinate complexes have been

introduced into silica–polyethyleneglycol hybrids at neutral

pH, resulting in strong NIR luminescence from NdIII, ErIII and

YbIII.138 Tetraphenylporphyrins are good sensitizers for LnIII

NIR luminescence139 and monoporphyrinate complexes have

been inserted into various conjugated and non-conjugated

polymers, yielding materials suitable for light emitting diodes

in which the porphyrinate complex acts both as the emitter and

the charge-transport medium.140 Substituted tetraphenylpor-

phyrinates grafted on a tripodal anionic ligand, hydridotris-

(pyrazoyl-1-yl)borate, have also been used to sensitize with

success the luminescence of ErIII and YbIII.141

Several dyes are known to emit in spectral ranges appro-

priate for energy transfer onto NIR-emitting lanthanide ions

and a few of them are shown in Scheme 6. They have been

either incorporated into ternary complexes or grafted onto

platforms such as terphenyl, cyclen, or calixarenes. Enhanced

ErIII luminescence has been obtained with the ion-associating

sensitizer IR5, a dye with large absorption cross section in the

visible around 488 nm (S2) and in the NIR, around 980 nm

(S1). The anionic b-diketonate [Er(hfa)4]2 (hfa 5 hexafluor-

oacetylacetonate) associates with the cationic form of IR5 to

yield the ion pair {[Er(hfa)4]2IR5+}. Energy harvested by the

dye flows to the fluorescent 4I13/2 excited state of the metal ion

through its low lying triplet state centred at 7700 cm21 and

possibly through the lowest singlet state located at 9000 cm21

since the lifetime of the 4I13/2 is relatively short.142 In a seminal

paper,143 Hebbink et al. have covalently attached fluorescein,

eosin, and erythrosin. The dyes are connected to a terphenyl

moiety through a b-alanine spacer fitted with an isothiocy-

anate group (L14–L16 in Scheme 6); this molecular design

allows the sensitizing dye to co-ordinate the lanthanide ion and

therefore to be in close proximity so that energy transfer is

optimized. The complete photophysical study conducted by

the authors sheds light on the delicate balance to be achieved

in order to get an efficient luminescent device. It is known that

introduction of heavy atoms (from H to Br to I in going from

fluorescein to eosin to erythrosine) favours population of the
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triplet state by isc, which is effectively observed with gisc 5 0.02,

0.18, and 0.82, respectively. However, complexation with LnIII

ions further enhances the isc process and results in less

pronounced differences between the three ligands. Since the

donor triplet state of L1432 is at higher energy than those of

the two other ligands, less back transfer occurs and, as a result,

the complexes Ln?L14 (Ln 5 Nd, Er, Yb) display the largest

quantum yields. The sensitization efficiencies (gisc get, see eqn

(2)) obtained for NdIII and YbIII amount to 0.42 and 0.19,

respectively. Absolute quantum yields remain modest, 3 6
1024 for NdIII and 2.3 6 1023 for YbIII,{ mainly because

QLn
Ln is very small (see eqn (2)).143 Using another approach,

Faulkner and his group have grafted pyrene144 and triazo-

lophthalazine145 onto the cyclen framework. Pyrene is an

efficient sensitizer of NdIII and YbIII and it is shown, again,

that closer proximity of the sensitizer results in enhanced

quantum yields, the ratios between Ln?L17 and Ln?L18 being

1.6 : 1. Triazolophthalazine behaves as a good general purpose

sensitizer and modulation of its properties is relatively easy in

view of the commercial availability of variably derivatised

hydralazines.

Another growingly popular sensitizing unit is 8-hydroxy-

quinoline (L20–L22 in Scheme 7) which forms several

types of complexes with LnIII ions: tris(quinolinates),

tetrakis(quinolinates), and trimeric entities Er3Q9.146,147 The

feeding triplet state level of quinolinate is situated at

18 000 cm21 and is convenient for populating the Er(4F9/2)

Scheme 6

Scheme 7
{ Corresponding data for ErIII are not available because the Er(4I13/2)
lifetime could not be determined.
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level; if non-radiative de-activation by high-energy vibrations

is prevented, energy will then be transferred onto the

fluorescent 4I13/2 level. Substitution of quinoline in 5 and 7

positions by chloride or bromide groups increases by about

30% the intensity of the sensitized 4I13/2 A 4F15/2 emission, but

again the influence of ErIII on the isc process is preponderant

with respect to the influence of the halogenides.148 The

8-alkoxy-5-chloroquinoline fluorophore has been covalently

linked to a calix[4]arene framework and the resulting ligands

L20 and L21 bind LnIII nitrates in acetonitrile, a process upon

which the fluorescence of the host is quenched and the

luminescence of the LnIII ions enhanced (Ln 5 Nd, Er, Yb).149

In our laboratories, we have developed a ligand based on 1,2-

diaminoethane, fitted with four chromophoric 8-hydroxyqui-

noline chelating arms (H4L22, Scheme 7), which features pKas

ranging from 1.8 to 12.1. Interaction with LnIII ions is strong

and in the pH range 7–9, in which most of the physiologically

relevant applications take place, the major complex species is

[Ln(H2L22)]32. In the case of EuIII, a pEu value of 15.6 was

obtained, as compared to 19.6 for the standard diethylene-

triamine penta-acetate chelate, so that the chelates with H4L22

can be envisaged for in vivo applications. Most interesting is

the fact that in aqueous solution no water molecule co-

ordinates onto the metal ion. Combined with the adequate

photophysical properties of 8-hydroxyquinoline, this results in

sizeable quantum yields (in water) for the NdIII and YbIII 1 : 1

chelates (Table 3).150 These figures can even be doubled by

introducing a methyl substituent on the amide functions.151

4. Controlling luminescent properties in

multimetallic assemblies

In the preceding section, we have shown how chemists try to

cope with the numerous requirements pertaining to the

elaboration of efficient lanthanide-containing luminescent

edifices. They usually rely on known stable chelating agents,

derivatised with an adequate chromophore. Despite the large

variety of systems tested, which illustrates the unlimited

imagination of chemists and sometimes led to the elaboration

of entire libraries of ligands, these efforts may appear to lack

some systematic underlying principles. This is easily explain-

able in view of the rather intricate energy transfer processes

leading to sensitization of lanthanide luminescence, in which

broad-band and short-lived excited states from the ligands

have to interact with narrow and long-lived metal-ion states.

Despite valuable efforts,29–31 theory is not developed enough

to ensure reliable predictions yet. Another, more controlled

approach is to resort to intermetallic communication between

two (or more) metal ions inserted into polymetallic edifices

such that directional energy transfer is feasible. In this way,

one may control the properties of one metal ion by tuning the

physicochemical properties of the other ion. This strategy is

being mostly used for sensitizing NIR emitting LnIII ions

(although this is not a theoretical constraint) and two major

options are at hand: through-bond or through-space direc-

tional energy transfer. A typical example of the first process is

given by the tetrametallic square Ru2Ln2 complex proposed by

Guo et al. (Fig. 11).152 Divalent ruthenium possesses a metal-

to-ligand-charge transfer triplet state located around

16 000 cm21, which is convenient for populating NdIII, and

to a lesser extent YbIII, excited states, as shown on Fig. 11.

The energy of the MLCT states largely depends on the

d-transition metal environment and can therefore be tuned by

modifying the hosting ligands. An example of the through-

space strategy is shown in Scheme 8 for a trimetallic RuLn2 in

which the d- and f-transition metal ions are not directly linked

by an electronic relay.153 The latter intermetallic through-space

communication is relevant to standard d A f sensitization (or

f A d relaxation) programmed in doped ionic crystals for

optimizing optical responses.38,154 Such strategy has been

already mentioned when discussing quantum cutting (section

1.1),21 and it has been recently extended for improving the

efficiency of nonlinear up-conversion processes.155–157 Since

this section concentrates on discrete multimetallic systems

displaying directional energy transfers, statistical intermetallic

communications in doped ionic crystals will not be further

considered. For discrete f–f systems, the lack of suitable

synthetic methods for producing pure heteropolymetallic

complexes prevents the exploitation of directional intermetallic

energy transfer processes.64,158 It is only recently that Faulkner

and Pope took advantage of the kinetic inertness of TbIII

cyclen macrocycles for producing the neutral pure hetero-

trimetallic [TbYbTbL23], in which convergent intramolecular

Tb A Yb energy transfer processes are responsible for the

sensitization of the NIR YbIII emitter (Fig. 12).159

For d–f systems, the thermodynamic differentiation between

the two types of metal ions is easier to achieve, particularly

with soft d-block ions, and a plethora of segmental acyclic and

macrocyclic ligands have been coded for the selective

incorporation of nd- and 4f-block ions in discrete molecular

architectures.64,158,160 As far as luminescence is concerned, the

rigidification and/or organization of the chromophoric

antenna through the coordination of a d-block ion is the most

Table 3 Photophysical properties of the [Ln(H2L22)]32 chelates 6.2
6 1025 M in water and deuterated water150

Cmpd

H2O D2O

t/ms QL
Ln/%a t/ms QL

Ln/%a

[Nd(H2L22)]32 0.13 ¡ 0.01 0.02 0.58 ¡ 0.02 0.10
[Yb(H2L22)]32 2.21 ¡ 0.01 0.18 10.0 ¡ 0.01 0.81
a ¡20%

Fig. 11 (Left) Tetrametallic complex exhibiting RuII-to-LnIII

(Ln 5 Nd, Yb) directional energy transfer; LnIII ions are under the

form of [Ln(tta)3] complexes and RuII ions are bound to bipyridyl

units (redrawn from ref. 152). (Right) Sensitizing mechanism.
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simple symbiotic function, which may improve the intra-

molecular sensitization of the f-block partner. The surprising

improvement of the Ln-centred emission upon complexation

of the closed-shell ZnII ion in [ZnTbL24]2+ (Fig. 13),161 or in

[ZnEu(L25-3H)]2+ (Scheme 9)162 has no other origin, but the

replacement of ZnII with the open-shell NiII cation in

[EuNi(L25-3H)]2+ induces a completely different behaviour

with the quantitative quenching of the Eu-centred lumines-

cence, which results from an efficient intramolecular Eu A Ni

energy transfer. Since we can reasonably assume that the

Förster dipole–dipolar mechanism dominates intermetallic

d«f communications occurring at ‘long’ distances (. 4 Å),

eqn (4) implies that its efficiency, measured by the distance for

50% transfer (R0), mainly depends on the overlap integral J

between the emission spectrum of the donor and the

absorption spectrum of the acceptor. A look at Fig. 1 shows

that a large amount of Ln-centred excited states located below

20 000 cm21 (except for Ln 5 Gd) are amenable to undergo

significant overlap with broad d–d or charge transfer (CT)

bands characteristic of the d-block chromophores. We can

thus predict that R0 for d–f pairs are often considerable

(typically 5 Å ¡ R0 ¡ 20 Å), which implies that (i)

quantitative energy transfers occur at short distances, (ii)

communications at long distances remain accessible, and (iii)

specific modulation of intermetallic energy transfer mainly

relies on the manipulation of the d-centred excited states. The

latter point is illustrated with the triple helical complexes

[EuFe(L26)3]5+ and [EuFe(L27)3]5+, in which the two cations

are separated by a fixed distance of 9 Å (Scheme 9).163,164

When the terminal methyl group is connected to the 5-position

of the pyridine ring in [EuFe(L26)3]5+, the violet pseudo-

octahedral [FeII(benzimidazole-pyridine)3]2+ chromophore

preferentially adopts the low spin 1A1 electronic ground state

configuration, which displays an intense spin-allowed transi-

tion toward a broad 1MLCT excited state, covering a large

part of the visible domain (Fig. 14a). Efficient overlap is

observed with the emission spectrum (5D0 A 7Fj) of the

neighbouring EuIII, and a quantitative EuIII A FeII
ls energy

transfer is responsible for the complete quenching of the Eu-

centred luminescence (Fig. 14a).163 The shift of the methyl

group to the 6-position of the pyridine ring in [EuFe(L27)3]5+,

sterically constrains the orange pseudo-octahedral

[FeII(benzimidazole-pyridine)3]2+ chromophore to adopt a

pure high spin 5T2 electronic ground state configuration,

which drastically reduces the spectral overlap with the 5D0 A
7Fj emission of the EuIII donor (Fig. 14b).164 The efficiency of

the EuIII A FeII
hs energy transfer drops to 89%, and residual

red Eu-centred emission can be easily detected. Further

explorations of intermetallic f A d communications with other

metallic pairs show that CrIII can act as an acceptor in

[LnCr(L26)3]6+ (Ln 5 Eu, gEuACr 5 70%; Ln 5 Tb,

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the intramolecular f A f energy

transfer processes responsible for the sensitizing of YbIII in the

heterotrimetallic complex [TbYbTbL23].159

Fig. 13 Schematic representation of the ZnII-induced organization of

a polypyridine chromophore for sensitizing TbIII in [ZnTbL24]2+.162

Scheme 8
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gTbACr 5 100%),165 while quenching by RuII in

[Ru(bipy)2(L28)Ln]5+ only occurs for Ln 5 Eu

(gEuARu 5 100%, while gTbARu 5 0%).166 Reverse d A f

energy migration processes involving visible acceptor such

as EuIII or TbIII are rare, owing to the high energies of

the emitting Eu(5D0) and Tb(5D4) levels (Fig. 1).

The cyclometallated chromophore [IrIIIC2N4] shown in

Fig. 15 is a remarkable example, because it emits at a

sufficiently high energy (21 740 cm21) to act as a donor for

sensitizing EuIII in the resulting heterotrimetallic complex with

gIrAEu 5 38%.167 Interestingly, the final Eu-centred red

emission combines with the residual broad blue emission of

the [IrIIIC2N4] chromophore to give global white light

emission. Obviously, the low-energy excited level of the NIR

emitters NdIII, ErIII and YbIII are easier to be fed from a

d-block donor, and d A f communications are common with

RuII,90,166,168 OsII,169 ReI,169–172 PtII,172–175 and CrIII

donors.40,90,176,177 The well-known kinetically inert low-spin

d6 chromophores [Ru(bipy)3]2+, [Os(bipy)3]2+ and

[Re(bipy)(CO)3Cl] are shown to efficiently sensitize Ln 5 Nd,

Er, Yb by using their 3MLCT donor level (Schemes 8, 9, 10,

Fig. 11), while square planar d8 PtII complexes take advantage

of their broad mixed 3MLCT + 3MMLCT emission

levels (Fig. 16a). On the other hand, pseudo-octahedral

CrIII chromophores resort to spin-allowed (Cr(4T1, 4T2)) and

spin-forbidden (Cr(2E)) excited states for sensitizing lantha-

nide NIR emitters (Fig. 16b).

Scheme 9

Fig. 14 Spectral overlap between the emission of the EuIII donor and

the absorption of the FeII acceptor in a) [EuFels(L26)3]5+ and b)

[EuFehs(L27)3]5+.163,164

Fig. 15 Schematic representation of the intramolecular d A f energy transfer processes responsible for the sensitizing of EuIII in a heterotrimetallic

[IrEuIr]2 assembly.167
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4.1. Building the edifices

The absence of intermetallic scrambling processes is a

prerequisite, when preparing discrete multimetallic complexes

designed for the control of directional energy transfers. An

obvious strategy relies on kinetic limitations associated with

metal complexation to, and metal release from a receptor, as it

has been successfully developed for main group chemistry (i.e.

covalent synthesis). However, owing to the high lability of the

ligands lying in the first coordination sphere of lanthanide

metal ions,178 this approach is rarely applicable. The alter-

native ‘non-covalent’ strategy aims at programming some

thermodynamic selectivity between the complexation sites,

which is eventually responsible for the recognition of

the different metals in the final complexes. For heterobime-

tallic f–f complexes, the best reported thermodynamic

discriminations158,179 remain insufficient to quantitatively

segregate between two lanthanide ions, and only mixtures

are observed in dilute solutions compatible with luminescence

measurements. Therefore, pure heterobimetallic f–f complexes

are limited (i) to some solid state materials, which take

advantage of kinetic resolution occurring during the crystal-

lization process, and (ii) to the assembly of kinetically inert

macrocyclic lanthanide complexes (porphyrin, phthalocyanin),

as similarly reported by Faulkner and co-workers for

[Ln(DOTA)]2 building blocks (Fig. 12).159,180,181 For d–f

complexes, the use of kinetically inert pseudo-octahedral low-

spin d6 chromophores (RuII, ReI, OsII, IrIII, Fig. 15 and

Scheme 10), and pseudo-tetragonal d8 PtII platforms (Fig. 16a)

follows the same strategy, with the ultimate fixation of the

labile f-block ion in the remaining empty coordination

site. For inert d3 CrIII, Kaizaki and co-workers reacts the

inert pre-organized pseudo-octahedral [Cr(acac)2(oxalate)]2

Scheme 10

Fig. 16 Selected d–f complexes, in which a) low-spin d8 and b) d3

chromophores are used for sensitizing NIR luminescence (Ln 5 Nd,

Er, Yb).90,165,172,174,176,177
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building block with LnIII and tris(pyrazolylborate) (Tp2) to

give the heterobimetallic CrLn complexes shown in Fig. 16b

(top).177 A chiral version of the latter assembly is obtained

when the racemic [Cr(acac)2(oxalate)]2 synthon is replaced

with enantiomerically pure L-[Cr(acac)2(oxalate)]2. A high

degree of diastereoselectivity is observed leading to the

exclusive formation of {L-[Cr(acac)2(oxalate)]-D-

[Ln(Tp)2]}.176,182,183 A completely different strategy has been

developed for the preparation of the triple-stranded helicates

[CrLn(L26)3]6+ (Fig. 16b, bottom).165 The assembly of the

bimetallic helix is performed around the kinetically labile pair

CrII–LnIII to provide the air-sensitive complex [CrIILn(L26)3]5+,

which is then easily oxidized to give [CrIIILn(L26)3]6+.

Interestingly, the subsequent de-complexation of LnIII produces

an inert racemic C3-symmetrical tripod rac-[Cr(L26)3]3+, which

can be separated into its helical enantiomers (Fig. 17).184 The

subsequent recombination of each enantiomer with LnIII

eventually leads to the enantiomerically pure triple helices PP-

[CrLn(L26)3]6+ and MM-[CrLn(L26)3]6+, whose specific optical

properties have been exploited (see section 4.3).

4.2. Extending the lifetime of excited levels

When one metal ion is used as a donor for sensitizing the

emission of a second accepting metal ion, the characteristic

lifetimes t of their excited states, which are related to their

deactivation rates by t 5 k21, are affected by the intermetallic

communication process. This situation can be simply modelled

for the special case of a d–f pair, in which the d-block

chromophore (M) sensitizes the neighbouring lanthanide ion

(Ln) thanks to an energy transfer process k
M;Ln
ET (Fig. 18). In the

absence of energy transfer, both the excited states of the

isolated chromophore possess their intrinsic deactivation rates

kM and kLn, respectively, which provides the standard rate

equations (8) and (9).

d[M* (t)]/dt 5 2(kM;Ln
ET + kM)?[M* (t)] (8)

d[Ln* (t)]/dt 5 k
M;Ln
ET ?[M* (t)] 2 kLn [Ln* (t)] (9)

Integration gives equations (10) and (11), which are required

for correctly interpreting the effect of intermetallic commu-

nication on the luminescence in a metallic pair.

[M* (t)] 5 [M* (0)]?e2(kM
ET+kM)?t (10)

Ln� tð Þ½ �~

M� 0ð Þ½ �: kM,Ln
ET

kLn{ kM,Ln
ET zkM

� � : e{ kM,Ln
ET

zkMð Þ:t{e{kLn:t
� � (11)

Eqn (10) reveals that the decay rate of the excited state of the

donor [M*] (i.e. the d-block ion in our example) is increased,

when an energy transfer occurs toward an acceptor. The

experimental decay of the d-block ion thus corresponds to the

sum of the two deactivation rate constants kM
obs 5 kM + k

M;Ln
ET ,

which translates into a reduced lifetime tM 5 (kM
obs)

21 5 (kM +
k

M;Ln
ET )21. Interpretation of eqn (11) is trickier, because the

magnitude of k
M;Ln
ET controls the feeding rate of the excited

state of the acceptor (i.e. the f-block ion in our example).

Therefore, the profile of [Ln*(t)] after the initial excitation of

the donor d-block metal strongly depends on the relative

magnitudes of the rate constants kM
obs 5 kM + k

M;Ln
ET and kLn.90

The first limiting case considers kM
obs & kLn, for which the Ln*

level is almost completely fed before any significant Ln-centred

deactivation occurs. We can thus easily predict that the

experimental Ln-centred deactivation rate kLn
exp mirrors that

found in absence of intermetallic communication kLn.

Introducing the specific condition kM
obs & kLn in eqn (11)

produces eqn (12), whereby the time dependence of the decay

profile indeed corresponds to kLn
exp 5 kLn.

Ln� tð Þ½ �~ M� 0ð Þ½ �: kM,Ln
ET

kM,Ln
ET zkM

:e{kLn:t (12)

Fig. 17 Chiral resolution of the tripodal complex rac-[Cr(L26)3]3+and

synthesis of the enantiomerically pure triple helices PP-[CrLn(L26)3]6+

and MM-[CrLn(L26)3]6+.184

Fig. 18 Kinetic model for the deactivation processes and commu-

nication between d-block and f-block-centred excited levels in

[MLn(L26)]5/6+ (M 5 Cr, Ru; Ln 5 Nd, Er, Yb).90 Adapted

from ref. 90.

(11)
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This situation is encountered for a large number of d–f pairs,

because the intrinsic deactivation rates of the d-block donors

kM are often considerably larger than the deactivation of the

Ln-centred 4f excited states (Laporte-forbidden transitions).

For instance, it occurs for the Ru A Yb communication in

[RuYb(L26)3]5+ (Fig. 19a). As expected, the experimental

decay rate of the donor kRu
obs 5 1.2 6 105 s21 is increased with

respect to kRu 5 1.0 6 105 s21 (measured for [RuGd(L26)3]5+

in the absence of an intermetallic energy transfer process),

which is diagnostic for the existence of the Ru A Yb energy

transfer. Since kRu
obs 5 1.2 6 105 s21 . kYb 5 5 6 104 s21

(measured for [ZnYb(L26)3]5+ in the absence of intermetallic

energy transfer), eqn (12) predicts that the experimental Yb-

centred decay rate recorded in [RuYb(L26)3]5+ should roughly

mirror kYb, and this is indeed observed with an experimental

value of kYb
exp 5 4.4 6 104 s21 (Fig. 19a).90 The second

limiting case arises when kM
obs % kLn, in other words when the

Ln-centred excited state Ln* almost instantaneously

relaxes as long as it is slowly fed by the donor d-block

chromophore. We logically conclude, that the deactivation of

the d-block ion (kM
obs 5 kM + k

M;Ln
ET ) controls the overall

deactivation process, and the experimental Ln-centred deacti-

vation rate kLn
exp would mirror kM

obs. Again, the introduction of

the condition kM
obs % kLn into eqn (11), provides a simplified

eqn (13), which demonstrates that the time dependence of the

decay profile indeed corresponds to kLn
exp 5 kM

obs.

Ln� tð Þ½ �~

M� 0ð Þ½ �: k
M,Ln
ET

kLn
:e{ kM,Ln

ET
zkMð Þ:t~ M� 0ð Þ½ �: k

M,Ln
ET

kLn
:e{kM

obs
:t (13)

The replacement of RuII with CrIII as the donor in

[CrYb(L26)3]6+ illustrates this second situation because the

combination of the intrinsic deactivation of the Cr-centred

donor levels kCr 5 2.7 6 102 s21 (measured in

[CrGd(L26)3]6+), with the rate of energy transfer k
Cr;Yb
ET 5

2.4 6 102 s21 gives kCr
obs 5 kCr + k

Cr;Yb
ET 5 5.1 6 102 s21, which

remains small compared to the intrinsic rate of deactivation of

Yb(2F5/2) (kYb 5 56 104 s21 measured in [ZnYb(L26)3]5+, and

kYb .. kM
obs, Fig. 19b).90 As expected (eqn 13), the

experimental decay of the Yb-centred emission amounts to

kYb
exp 5 5.1 6 102 s21, which perfectly mirrors the slow

deactivation of the CrIII chromophore kCr
obs. These rate

constants can be transformed into characteristic excited

lifetimes, thus leading to tYb
exp 5 (kYb

exp)21 5 23 ms, when YbIII

is sensitized by RuII in [RuYb(L26)3]5+, and

tYb
exp 5 (kYb

exp)21 5 1960 ms 5 1.96 ms, when YbIII is sensitized

by CrIII in the isostructural complex [CrYb(L26)3]6+.90 Such

apparent extension of the Ln-centred NIR luminescence

lifetime by two or three orders of magnitude (from the

microsecond to the millisecond range) may be valuable for

improving the sensitivity of time-gated homogeneous

fluoroimmunoassays, assuming a judicious choice of the donor

chromophore (see section 2.3 and Fig. 4c).

4.3. Chiral luminescent probes

When lanthanide complexes lack of symmetry elements of the

second kind, chirality results as with any other molecules, and

specific interactions with electromagnetic waves can be

detected.185,186 Three types of circular dichroism (CD)

methods are employed in chirality sensing involving lanthanide

complexes:187 (1) Ln-centred CD absorption spectra based on

intraconfigurational f–f transitions,182,183 (2) CD absorption

spectra of the coordinated chromophoric ligands,188,189 and (3)

Ln-centred circularly polarized luminescence (CPL), which is

the emissive pending of metal-centred CD absorption spectra

mentioned above.190 The two Ln-centred methods differ from

one another in two main ways. Firstly, due to the Franck–

Condon principle, CPL probes the chiral geometry of the

excited states in the same way that CD probes the ground state

structures. Secondly, CPL measurements also reflect molecular

motions and energetics that take place between the excitation

(absorption) and emission. This close relationship is further

evidenced by the spectroscopic characteristics since CD

measures the difference in absorption between left (molar

absorption coefficient eL) and right (eR) circularly polarized

light (eqn 14), while CPL measures the difference in emission

intensity between left (IL) and right (IR) circularly polarized

light (eqn 15).190

gabs~
De

1=2 eð Þ~
eL{eR

1=2 eLzeRð Þ (14)

glum~
DI

1=2 Ið Þ~
IL{IR

1=2 ILzIRð Þ (15)

Since this review is focused on luminescence, only CPL

measurements will be further discussed. The luminescence

dissymmetry factors glum can be correlated to molecular

parameters thanks to eqn (16) (assuming the isotropic limit),

Fig. 19 Interpretation of the rate equations (10)–(13). Illustrations

of a) the first limiting case kM
obs .. kLn, observed in [RuYb(L26)3]5+,

and b) the second limiting case kM
obs % kLn, observed in

[CrYb(L26)3]6+.90

(13)
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whereby fCPL (l) and fTL (l) are specific line-shape functions

for circularly polarized luminescence and total luminescence,

and mgn and mgn refer to the electric dipole and magnetic dipole

transitions.190

glum lð Þ~4
fCPL lð Þ
fTL lð Þ

mgn:mgn

mgnj j2

" #
(16)

Eqn (16) indeed illustrates the operational principle of CPL

spectroscopy. Since the denominator becomes very large for

dipole-allowed transitions, CPL focuses on formally Laporte-

forbidden transitions. Moreover, the numerator is concomi-

tantly proportional to the magnetic dipole transition, which

becomes significant when helical charge displacement occurs.

These two requirements are met for the Laporte-forbidden, but

magnetic dipole-allowed Eu(5D0 A 7F1), Tb(5D4 A 7F5) and

Yb(2F5/2 A 2F7/2) transitions, when the metal is coordinated to

three191 or four192 helically wrapped ligand strands forming

enantiomerically pure pseudo-C3 and pseudo-C4-symmetrical

complexes. The most common synthetic strategy relies on the

use of enantiomerically pure organic receptor possessing

several kinetically inert stereogenic carbon centres, which are

able to react with LnIII with a high degree of diastereoselec-

tivity to give a single helical (P or M) isomer in solution.

Scheme 11 collects some chiral linear (L29–L31),193–195

tripodal (L32–L33),196–197 and tetrapodal (L34–L38) recep-

tors198–205 commonly used for preparing optically active

complexes with luminescent lanthanides (Ln 5 Nd, Eu, Tb,

Yb). For the linear ligands, both L29193 and L30194 give

Scheme 11
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mixtures of labile [Ln(Li)2]3+ and [Ln(Li)3]3+ complexes

(Ln 5 Eu, Tb) with only very limited diastereomeric excesses,

but L31 produces a single helical diastereomer [Eu(L31)3]3+

characterized by a moderate dissymmetry factor glum(5D0 A
7F1) 5 0.020.195 Unfortunately, no CPL measurements have

been reported for the chiral complexes [Tb(L32)(NO3)2]196 and

[Ln(L33)n]3+,197 which could have brought some clue on the

chiral induction associated with pseudo-C3-symmetrical recep-

tors. Conversely, the CPL spectra of the pseudo-C4-symme-

trical complexes based on the macrocyclic cyclen platforms

L34–L38 have been extensively investigated in the visible

(Ln 5 Eu, Tb) and in the NIR (Ln 5 Nd, Yb) spectral

domains.198–205 Large dissymmetry factors have been reported

for Tb(5D4 A 7F5) in [Tb(L34)]3+ (glum 5 0.17)198 and

[Tb(L38)]3+ (glum 5 0.17),205 and for Eu(5D0 A 7F1) in

[Eu(L34)]3+ (glum 5 0.18),198 Interestingly, comparable glum are

found in the NIR for Yb(2F5/2 A 2F7/2) in [Yb(L11)]3+ (glum ¢

0.1),200 while the very weak value glum 5 0.0015 observed for

the emission of the magnetic-forbidden transition Nd(4F3/2 A
4F9/2) in [Nd(L37)]3+ may be easily rationalized with eqn

(16).204 The obvious application of these chiral complexes

concerns their use as luminescent probes for sensing chiral

(biological) substrates, whose specific interactions with the Ln

centres induce noticeable changes in the CD and/or CPL

responses.199 Taking advantage of the peripheral planar

aromatic porphyrin metallamacrocycle in [LnL37]3+,204 or of

the tetra-azatriphenylene rings in [LnL35]3+ and [LnL36]3+,

selective intercalation in DNA has been demonstrated,201,204

together with in cellulo imaging potentials.202,203 For racemic

lanthanide complexes, the interaction with a chiral substrate

may stabilize one particular diastereomer, thus producing a

diastereomeric excess coupled with CD and CPL signals (i.e.

the Pfeiffer effect).187,189,191,192 For instance, the simple triple

helical C3-symmetrical [Pr(2,29-oxydiacetate)3]32 interacts with

L-proline in its ground state to generate a significant residual

CD spectrum.206 Such interactions can be monitored in the

excited states by using CPL, and the enantioselective quench-

ing of the closely related C3-symmetrical [Ln(2,6-pyridine-

dicarboxylate)]32 with biomolecules,191 or with resolved

octahedral d-block complexes207 have been intensively

explored. Except for the use of the Pd-porphyrin complex as

sensitizer in the chiral complex [YbL37]3+,204 the measurement

of CPL in multimetallic d–f or f–f discrete heteropairs is

restricted to the recent resolution of [EuCr(L26)3]6+ into its PP

and MM helical enantiomers (Fig. 17).184 The CD spectra

show opposite Cotton effects, whose energy sequence can

be rationalized by the simultaneous modelling of intra- and

internuclear exciton couplings involved in the

([Eu(benzimidazole-pyridine)3]3+ and [Cr(benzimidazole-

pyridine)3]3+ chromophores.188 The associated metal-centred

CPL signals confirm the existence of pure helical enantiomers

displaying dual Eu(5D0) and Cr(2E) luminescence with

gEu
lum 5 ¡ 0.16 (5D0 A 7F1) and gCr

lum 5 ¡ 0.01 (2E A 4A2,

Fig. 20).184 Due to the quantitative intramolecular Tb A Cr

energy transfer occurring in [TbCr(L26)3]6+, the polarized

emission of the associated pure enantiomers PP-

[TbCr(L26)3]6+ and MM-[TbCr(L26)3]6+ shows exclusively

the Cr-centred luminescence. These data suggest that C3 and

particularly C4-symmetrical helicity is an efficient tool for

inducing large CPL signals, which can be further modulated by

enantioselective interactions with chiral substrates.

5. Shaping the future

General trends

The variety of applications reviewed above reflects the rich

spectroscopy of the trivalent lanthanide ions, some of them

featuring more than a thousand electronic levels. It is quite

obvious that well-established applications in optics (lasers,

optical fibres) and lighting will continue to make use of

lanthanide-containing materials. Moreover, the synergy

Fig. 20 Circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) of [EuCr(L26)3]6+ in acetonitrile (adapted from ref. 184).
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between coordination chemistry and photochemistry which

emerged about thirty years ago has produced numerous

responsive lanthanide-containing complexes, based on very

diverse chelating agents. These complexes allow the monitor-

ing of a range of analytes, from simple anions or cations to

elaborate biological substrates through time-resolved lumine-

scent immunoassays. For instance, DNA and mRNA can be

detected without the use of polymerase chain reactions (PCR)

to amplify the amount of samples. In our opinion, attention in

the near future will be focused on several facets of lanthanide

luminescence, given the fact that synthetic methods for the

design of adequate LnIII receptors are essentially at hand and

do not constitute a handicap anymore.

Firstly, since a number of recently proposed luminescent

labels proved to be suitable for imaging purposes, and since

there is a heavy need for targeted diagnostic imaging and for

the follow up of reactions taking place in living cells, going not

only ‘‘in vivo’’, but also and mainly ‘‘in cellulo’’ will constitute

the key challenge for future lanthanide-based luminescent

responsive systems. A combination of polymer techniques,

such as those presently developed for organic light emitting

diodes,11 and biochemical reactions may lead to new classes of

efficient luminescent sensors. Indeed, self-quenching of

lanthanide ions is very small owing to the very low oscillator

strengths of the 4f–4f transitions and high concentrations of

ions can be inserted into polymers, leading to highly

luminescent stains. Similarly, nanoparticle labels are now

attracting interest for the same reason.208 Secondly, we

anticipate progress in chirality probes, the potential of which

has not yet been fully exploited, maybe because the relation-

ship between CPL effects and the structure of the chiral

edifices generating them is not fully understood. Thirdly,

efforts are starting to emerge to improve several technical

aspects, including instrumentation and excitation mode. With

respect to the latter, two-photon absorption is probably a

valid option and a recent work demonstrates efficient

excitation of a neutral ternary complex [Eu(tta)3(dpbt)] (dpbt

stands for 2-(N,N-diethylaniline-4-yl)-4,6-bis(3,5-dimethyl-

pyrazol-1-yl)-1,3,5-triazine) in the range 745–800 nm. The

N,N-diethylaniline moiety of the dpbt chromophore is an

electron donor, while the dipyrazoyltriazine group acts as the

electron acceptor, and donor–acceptor character is indeed the

structural basis for efficient two-photon absorption.209

Considering the advantages linked with the use of NIR

emitting luminescent probes, one may predict that an ideal

luminescent diagnostic assay could feature such a probe with

an excitation at 980 nm, a wavelength for which cheap laser

diodes are available.

Multimetallic edifices: control of luminescent properties and/or

sensitization

According to the considerable perspectives offered by inter-

metallic communications involving a f-block metal ion, and to

their simple modelling with the rate equations (8)–(11), the

ultrafine tuning of energy transfers leading to delayed Ln-

centred luminescence is within reach. Until now, attention has

been mainly focused on the charge transfer transitions

occurring with low-spin d6 and d8 metal ions, but a plethora

of d–d transitions are accessible for further extensions.

Although characterized by very weak oscillator strengths,

spin-forbidden d–d excited states can play a crucial role as

relays in energy migration processes, because their intrinsic

long lifetimes significantly increase the eventual Ln-centred

emission, as demonstrated in [CrYb(L26)3]6+ (Fig. 19). When

the tuning of the energy levels is foreseen, the poor mixing of

the electronic and vibrational wave functions in 4f-centred

excited states appears as a considerable advantage, and

intermetallic f–f communication should greatly improve our

capacity to rationally manipulate energy funnelling in discrete

molecules. However, the lack of suitable thermodynamic

selectivity for introducing different lanthanides in the same

architecture remains deleterious for the development of this

topic. The use of kinetically inert porphyrin, phthalocyanin or

cyclen macrocyclic complexes remains too limited to offer a

Scheme 12
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valuable alternative to thermodynamic control, and the

programming of intermetallic repulsion and interligand

interactions in multicomponent assemblies is becoming an

unavoidable chemical challenge for preparing pure hetero-

polymetallic f–f systems. The recent (more or less) planned

rational deviations from statistics observed in solution for the

bimetallic [LaLu(L39)3]6+179 and the trimetallic

[EuLaEu(L40)3]9+ helicates210 (Scheme 12) suggest that a

predictable access to local dielectric constants may contribute

to address this challenge.
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